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SU}IMARY
General economic development and the porttion of agricultur.e therein
The year 1971 was marked. by a continous inflationary novement rhich, at
Community level, involved. a general price rice of 6.5-7/" and a wage increase
of about L{o. ReaL ccononic growth per head. may be estinated. at about 3.3/o.
kice develomcat
The relative d.eorease of the econonic role played by agricuLture in the
general econony of thE Conrnrunity 
- 
its contribution to the groes national
product fell fron 5.Uft Ln L969 to 5.3/o Ln L97Ot while the farming population
in ltl0 representencl only L2.f/o of the total rorking population, as againet
L3.W in L969 
- 
is parell-eled. by growing integration of this brench of
activity into the economy ag a whoIe. AB a result the d.eveLopnent of the
econol4y ae a whole has an increaslng effect oa agriculture. In L9?1 the price
inder for agricultural inputs ehowed a substa,ntlal increase in various
countriesr but the general level of prioes of farm prodnots in the Connunity
remained. the same as in L97O. It shoulcl, however, be pointoil. out that at the
end. of L97Lt the price ind.ex of animal products wa"s co:rsid.erably higher than
the average level of 1970r while that of vegetable products ras a great d.ea1
lorer. Ag a congequencer the terms of trad.e for farm prod.ucts continued. on the
rhole to deteriorate in 1971 although d.uring the last guarter a certain
improvement eeems to have occurred. conpared rith the same period. in L97O.
Production and consumption
In vier of the devel.opnent of the terns of trad.e, unfavourable ae regard"s
income fornationr there is a revcrge tendeacy due to the growtb of agricul-
tural production and. to a conglderable increags in labour productivity (1).
(f) for lack of sufficient
to groee pnoductivity
statistical d.ata, the preeent report refers only
and not to net productivity.
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Dnring the period, L965-59 (f ), agticul.tural output erparrd'ed by
3.5y'" per year in terms of voLune. As might be erpected, tbe percentages
of increaee aliffered. consid.erably according to product. Dri.ng the above-
mentioned period., average annual- prod.uotion inoreaBss anounted to 3.4$
for cerealsl 6.$ tot rice, 3.{o foc eugarbeet, L.3fi for fiehery p::oducts,
3.5y'o for apples, 5.A/ f6r pears and 2/" for milk.
The exceptionnaly favourable wether cond,itions in 1971 led. to a vety
large harveet of cereals (ll mlllion tone), L4/" more than in 197O. Siurilaryt
the eugar harvest uas L5f" highcr than in 19?0. These results vere obtained'
d.espits the fact tbat the total area und.er cereals was elightly smaller and
that for sugarbeet only a little greater than the previoue yearo The tread-
torards a reduction of d.airy stook continued in I9?1 (-2.4f").
Over against these percentages of annual increase in agricultural
output, it may be seen that, on the whole, the ratee of increase in the
conarurption of food. prod.ucts were substan'bially lorer in certain caees;
total consumption even fell off. For the period L96O/6L-L97A/T the average
annual percentages of decrease uere O.$o for cerealg and O.6/" for rhole
milk. Although total annual consr:mption ehowed an increase for butter
(t.8/"), fnrit \rV/"), augar 12.+/.), fats and oils (2.+{"), the increase in
neverthelese limited and may be partly attributable to population growth.
(t) lverage for L964/65/66 and. tor L)68/69ho.
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Productivi.t.v and. etructural changes
This erpa.ngion of production must to a large extent be attributecl to the
increaee in yielda. Thus, d.uring the pcriod L965-69, the avcrage yicld
shored. an annual increase of 3.7f" for oercals and l.1y'" for sugarbcet, rhile
d.eiry production iacreased. by about !.flo por cow per year.
In tbe sarne period, labour productivity rose by ?.5/*M per year due
to two opposing trender on the one hand, the continuoue d.ecrease in the
farming population (4.4" p., year), and an increase, referred to above, in
the volurne of production (l.S /") per year, on the other.
Neverthelcss, it is certain that labour prod.uctivity coulcl continuc to
grow at the sane rate if more were done to adapt structures, rhich would
involve coneiderable inveetment. A certain poeitive d.evelopment can,
however, already be discerned. in this reepect. Over the period L96O-67,
the numbcr of hold.ings in che Comnunity of one hectare and over showed a
I.'l/o annual d.ecreasel Ln L967-7O thie figure vag 3. f/o. Nevertheless, the
average size of holdinge in the Cornnunity (t2.7 ha in l9?0, ll.4 ha in
L967r 10.4 ha in 1!60) continueg to hamper the nccessary speed-up in the
modernization of agriculture.
lfarket situation of certain a€Ficultural products
The generous llJf barvest hae made necessary considerably greater action
for thc stabilization of markets.
In view of the favourable developneet of sugar pricee on the world
narketl it may be erpected that the financial burdens rhich the Community
hae to carry in connection rith the utilization of L97lh2 sugar surplusee,
yhich arc largcr than in the previous yearsr can probably be carricd
conpletely by the industry.
After a favourabLe development in I9?O anct 197I on thc narkct for d.airy
products, new sales difficrrltj es ]rave arisee and lead to rapid.ly incrcasing
butter stooks. Iargely aB a result of the grorth in yicld per cor,
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d.airy production hae increasedr aIL the more so
the price of nilk and. that of feed. concentratee
improve.
because the relation between
(oilcake) continued to
On thc other hand, a certain scarcity involving eubetantial price risee
was a feature of the bcef and. veal market in L972.
tn t96Lh2 the development of pricee of apples, pears, peaches and
tomatoes on the market again necessitated. intervention, thc scalc of which
was much more limited, however, than Ln I97Oh1 for applee and. pears but
much greater for peaches and tomatoee.
Although wine harvest in 1971 ghowed resulta comparable to the average
of previous year6, the size of etocke has, in particularr ucighed. on rinc
prices.
Public expend.iture und.er national and. Community agricultural policies
In 1971 total public expenditure und.er agricultural policies at
national and Connunity leve1 was about 7.5 thousand. million o.Br (" fl"
increase compared. rith 1969) representing l4' of the gross value ad.d.ect in
the agricultural sector. About 28 fi of thls anount was accouuted. for by
erpend,iture under the Community policy on markets and prices representing
a gubstantial fall (about I5/") eB against 1959 duc to thc improvement of thc
situation on the cereals and d,airy products markete. On thc othcr handl
total outgoings in 1971 und.er the structural policy and sooial policyr each
rcpresenting about 3Vft of overall expenditure, exceded those of L969 aV *
and. 116 rcspectively. The remainder (S%-e/') ie crpenditure for compensatory
Eeaaures taken a,fter the revaluation of the Ge:man mark in L969.
A comparison of the developnent of various categories of etructural
n€aaures shouE that a much largcr amouat than beforc yaa spcnt to incrcasc
thc nobility of farm labour and to iuprovc thc gtruoturc of narkcte. Under
-v-
the etructural po1-icy, expenditure for thc inprovcment of agtlculturel
infrastructures, which bcncfits the entirc rural population, still takcg
up the largest share (over 25{.) of total erpenditurc.
X
XI
The present report doee not dcal rith the d.evelopncnt of inconcg
in the agriculturaL sector; an g4&g rcport on thig question rill
eoon bc submitted. to thc Council.
VI
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R eport
on the Agricultural Situation
Introductory Notes
This report is presented in two volumes. The first contains an analysis of
the agricultural situation in the European Economic Community based on the
statistical data and figures available at the end of May, 1972. This being so, the
report contains an analysis of the agricultural market situation during the L970/7L
and I97l/72 seasons, while for other subjects dealtwith, economic and structural
facts are for the most part analysed with reference to L970 or, where possible,
197I. All tables containing statistical data and figures are contained in an annex
appearing in a second volume.
This report is unusual in that it contains no sections on agricultural incomes;
this is because, in compliance with a request from the Council (1), the Commission
is preparing a separate report on this subject; this it hopes to be able to submit to
the Council during the autumn of. 1972. For the most part, this report will draw rlnn
information available from the Community accounting information network.
The report envisaged in Article 4, paragraph 2 of Regulation (EEC) No
j.308/7A of the Council concerning the common organisation of the flax and hemp
markets is contained within this report.
New data having come to light since the drafting of the last report on the
agricultural situation, the following text also contains an analysis of the structural
situation in agriculture, as envisaged in Article 2 of Council decision of December 4,
1962 concerning the coordination of agricultural struchrral policies. This analysis
does not cover national policies pursued in this field. The Commission believes that,
following the Couneil decisions of March 24, 1972 in respect of
(f) Decisions taken by the Council drring its meeting held between March 13
and March 24, 1972
-2
structural policy in the Community, it is more expedient to analyse these
factors within the framervork of the information which the Commission is
required to submit annually to the European Parliament and the Council, as laid
down in Article 22, pragraph l of the Council directive of April L".7, 1972
concerning the modernization of farm holdings, Article 15 of the Ciouncil
directive of April 17, Lg72 concerning incentives for the abandonment of agricultural
activity and the use of the agricultural land in question for structural improvement,
andArticle16of theCouncildirectiveof Aprit L7,1972 concerningsocio-economic
information and the professional competence of persons working in agriculture (1).
Intfoductory notes made in previous reports as to the comparability of
available statistical data remain valid for this report, although the Commission
would here like to stress the need for accelerating the process of community
harmonisation and coordination of national statistics, as well as the need to have
as up-to-date statistical information as possible. In order to bridge gaps in
official statistics, the Commission has been constrained to draw in certain cases
upon other sources of information or to make its own estimates.
On the eve of the enlargement of the Community, the Commission has deemed
it useful to include in the second volume of this report numerical information
concerning the four candidate countries and the Community of "Ten". In the
absence of harmonised and coordinated statistics, this information is incomplete,
and not always fully comParable.
(1) OfficaLGazette of the European Communities No L 96, April 23, 1972
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The annex in the second volume falls into two parts, the first
containing the Member States and the Community of "Six", and the second
the candidate countries, the Community of "Six" and the Community of "Ten".
The reference period for.this report, in particular the years 1970 and
1971, was Frnctuated by various eventa, especially in the monetary sphere;
also, measures both specific and of more general import were adopted in
the field of the Common Agricultural Policy, for example nery common
market organizations. These features bave already been notd and commented
upon in the fourth and fifth "General Reports on the Activities of the
Communities", presented by the Commission to the European Parliament.
-4
A. GENERAL ECONOMIC FACTORS INFLUENCING THE AGRICUL'I]URAL SITUATION
l. General Economic Situation (1)
Agriculture was affected by the impact of general economic
development even more strongly than the previous year.
Salient features of this development included in particular the
continuing rapid rise in prices and incomes generally, as well as monetary
upheavals.
These developments inevitably affected the economic situation in
agriculture as well as the conduct of Community agricultural policy, notably
in the field of common market organisations.
The disturbing persistence of inflationary trends made for a
pronounced increase in agricultural production costs. Moreover, 1971 was
marked by monetary upheavals necessitating special measures under the
Common Agricultural Policy to prevent any large or sudden drop in farm prices
resulting from the floating of certain currencies, the effect of which in turn
would have been to depress agr icultural incomes (2).
The accelerating rise in prices, already apparent in 1970, continued
in 1971. The increase in the gross domestic product of the Comrnunity came to
some 6.9%, compared with 6. B/o approximately in 1970. The rise was greatest
in West Germany (7,7%l and the Netherlands (7.5/s), and least in Luxembourg
G,5%) and Belgium (5.87o). At the same time, consumer prices in the Community
rose by 5 to 6To.
'4a-
The dramatic rise in personal incomes remained higher than
the growth in productirity, and certainly helped to boost the general level
of prices, For 1977, the increase in wages per capita in the community was
around L2/s, compared with 12. WoQ) in 1970.
(1) See tables A/l.l and A/1.2 in Annex l, part I
(2) See the Fifth General Report on the Activities of the Communities, 1971,
p.ge 228.
(3) Calculated at fixed exchange rates.
3
2.
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Economic gfowth slowed down perceptibly. The Community in fact
recorded a growth rate in the volume of gfo6s domestic product per capita of
3,7To, far lower than the rate recorded in L97O (4.7Tor,
This decline in the gro\4/th rate occurred in all Member states, albeit
to differing extents. Provisional data for 1971 show that in Luxembourg the
annual rise fell from 3. L/sin L970 to O.7%in Lg7L, in Italy from 4. 6%to l.4To
in west Germany from 4. 4%to 2.8%, in Belgium from 5. 6%to 4,,2To, and in the
Netherlands from 4.7Voto 4.OTo. In France alone did the volume of gross
domestic product per capita remain at a reasonably high level: at5.0/s in both
1970 and 1971.
continu\ing inflationary trends on the one hand, and real economic growth
as indicated above on the other, combined to produce a glowth rate in the value
of gross domestic product per capita estimated for the Community atL0'4%
(L2.5%in 1970). Nevertheless, differing trends observed in Member States as
regards both the development of general price levels and real economic growth,
made for considerable differentials between the rates of growth of gross domestic
product per capita at current prices in 1971 as between Member states. This was
highest in the Netherlands (1f .8/e) and France (lI.3To), followed by West Germany
(L0.7%), Belgium (LO.27o) and Italy (8,L%) and Luxembourg (2'2c'Fo''
For L972, an easing of growth is expected in$the community for the
economy generally, and for prices and incomes per capita'
Relativeimportanceoftheagriculturalsectorintheeconomyas-gwhole(1)
In 1970, as for sometime past' the downward trend in the share of
,,agriculture, forestry and fisheries" in overall economic activity continued'
In the Community, the proportion of gross domestic
(r; see tables Lfz.L and' a-12,2 in Annen !, part' 1
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product convered by this sector fell from 5"87oin 1969 to 5.3/o in 1970, an
average percenrage higher than that obtaining for west Germany (3.L/s) and
Belgium (3.97o) but lower than that recorded in Italy (8.9To), France (5.9/s) and
the Netherlands (around 6.2%) g).
The relative importance of agricultural employment in overall
employment within the Community continues to decline sharply, but the percentage
recorded (12. 9To in I 970 compa.red with t 3. 8/s in 1969) is still more than double
the share of agriculture in gross domestic product as shown above. In global terms,
this difference shows the disparity benveen farm incomes and non-farm incomes
still obteining in the Community.
Again, the relative importance of agricultural employment varies
considerably from country toountry" Whereas in 1970 the percentage stood at
19.670Q9.57o in 197f) in Italy, 14.2% in France (13.5% in 1971), and 11.l/sin
Luxembourg (f 0. L/sin L977), it was only 4.8/sin Belgium, 7.3% in the Netherlands,
and 9. O7o in West Germany.
In all Member States except the Netherlands, the annual rate of decrease
in the farming population in 1970 was much sharper than in the previous year. It
was 8. 4/oin Italy (5. 5/oin 1969), 5.2% and 5.0/e respectively in Belgium and \Yest
Germany (5.0% and 3. 7/s in 1969), and 4. 3/s and 3.7% respectively in Luxembourg
and France. On the other hand, the annual rate of decreasc in the Netherlands fell
from 3. 4/o in 1969 to 2.9% in 1970.
Provisional data available for l97l show a very pronounced drop in the
rate of decrease in the active farming poprlation in Italy; the rate in fact reached
only 0.8/e. At the same time, this rate was maintained at a high level in 1971 in
France (3.87o) and Luxemburg (47J.
- 6a'
As in previous years, trade in agricultural products in 1970 was
a major component of overall eommunity trade. Imports of such pnoducts in
trade with third countries actually accounted for 27.4/6of. all imports; as for intra-
Community imports, the proportion was L5.2To, while for exports these percentages
came to 8.27oand 15.l/e respectively.
(f ) Data for Luxembourg not yet available.
3.
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Prices of agricultural production factors and products (1)
The inflationary trends observed in the economy as a whole continued
to exercise their influence on the economic situation in agriculture. Both
agricultural incomes and prices of inputs in fact showed an appreciable increase.
Agricultural Incomes
Data on indices of farm incomes in 1971 are still not available, except
for Belgium, In 1970, these indices showed a sharp rise in all Member States,
ranging benveen 8.7% in Belgium (where the provi$ional index for 1971 shows no
change) and 17.5/sin Italy.
Input Prices (2)
It is to be regrened that there is stiLl no general index computed with
reference to Community criterid as regards prices of the means of production
in agriculture. Special priority should be given to the establishment of such a
statistical tool.
In its 4bsence, as in previous years, we are constrained to draw upon
national statistics, which unfoqtunately are not homogeneous.
As and where national statistical data are to hand f.or L971, it appears
that in France and Germany especially, the trend towards accelerating
(1) See tables A/3.1to A/3.7 in Annex t, part l.
As in previous reports, indices for Member States agricultural production
prices and prices paid by farmers for inputs, together with agricultural
- la-
incomes, are based, in this report, on national statistics.
Since there are divergencies between Member States for methods of
determining and weighting prices for differing products' erroneous
conclusions would be drawn from any comparison of the levels of these
indices. It is therefore more meaningful to compare trends, as manifest
in each Member State.
(2) h general, overall national indices as shown in tables A/3.1and A/3.2
relate to the prices paid by farmers for fertilizeTs' power, machinery,
buildings, seeds and plants, breeding and working stock, and general
running costs.
-8-
rNDrcES OF AORICULTURAL PRoDUCTION CoSTS, OF INPUT COSTS
AND OF WAGES IN AGRICULTURE
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prices for inprts continued. In France, this price index rose by +7.2/sover
L970, compared with *6. 2/s in 1970 over 1969, As regards Germany, the index
for the 1970/71 season compared with 1969/70 rose by +4.9/s, compred with
+3.3|ofor the preceding period.
These increases may in particular be attributed to the rising price
of machinery, and fuel, although in France especially fertilizer and feed prices
also showed'a sharp upward trend.
In contrast to the trends followed in Germany and France, the general
price index for agricultural inprts in Belgium in 1971 came to just about the same
level as the previous year.
Land prices and rents
As important as land prices and rents and other elements are in
relation to the economic performance of farm holdings, numerical data is still
fragmentary and incomplete. However, such data as are available bear witness
to major differences between such price levels and rents as between Member States.
Land prices can in fact be seen to range between 5,500 u.a. and 7,130 u.a. per
hectare in f 970 in North Rhineland/Westphalia, as against I,100 a.a./1,200 u.a.
on average in ltaly, while for rents, figures vary benveen 32 u.a. per hectare in
France and 68 u.a. /ha on average in Belgium.
Information to hand seems to indicate that in 1970, compared with
1968, there was a markedly rising trend in land prices in France, and a slight
rise in the Netherlands, while in Italy the trend seemed to be moving rather
towards sabilization.
Both in Belgium and in France anil the NeclerLands, thc only
countries for whieh numerieal d.ata are available Sr the pcriod L96UL97O,
farm rents rose slightly.
_r0_
Credit costs in agriculture
Terms and costs of credit for agriculnrre vary considerably between
Member States as a result of variations between their capital rnarkets, the
organisation of credit, and intervention by the authorities. Interest rates
applying to credit obained by farmers during the first half of l97O on current
operations were relatively high in Italy (10 to r27d, and relatively low in
Luxembourg (6. 5 to 7.S/sl and France (4.4 to 7.s%). Nevertheless, it should
be stressed that in all Member States the state itself intervenes to alleviate the
financial burden to farmers, at least for certain operations deemed specially
important for the realization of agriculnrral policy objectives, at times to the
extent of reducing the level of interest to between I and 3/s.
In France, effective interest rates are generally very low as the
result of subsidies advanced to the Caisse Nationale du Credit Agricole, while
for some operations they may be even lower, the Government having prescribed
special conditions for the same. On the other hand, direct government intervention
on interest rates in the Netherlands is very limited, althoughunder certain
conditions a specific fund offers guarantees to farmers. In all other Member States,
it is a widespread practice to grant interest reductions on loans contracted in
particular for the realization of certain investments in the production and marketing
sectors for agricultural products.
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Producer prices for agricultural products
The general index of agricultural producerprices(excluding VA'f) for 1971, as
calculated by the S.O.E.C. for ttre Communi.ty as a whole came to about the same level
as in theprerrtousyear, l.e. 105.5 (base L96f = 100). This i.s the result, however, of
two opposing trends, for wtrtle the price index for arable products unde:rwent a mar*ed
decli.ne of.7 .57o, that for anlmal products rose by 5.4%.
The developmerf of produeer priees for agrieultt-lr:.1 procluets in 1971. was ma-rke'j1:'
different in France compared wittr other Member States (1). France in fact was the only
country where the general index of agricultural prices compared with 1970 rose appreciably-
by 4.4/s compared with 5.9% the previous year. This seems to have been largely
aftributable to the adaptation of French agricultural price levels to those of common
agricultural prtces, following the devaluatton of the French franc in 1969. The Luxembourg
index showed only a marginal increase (0.2%), while in some Member States (l) quite a
noticeable drop was recorded; the general index in fact suffered a marked drop in West
Germany of.6.2%in L97O/7I compared with L969/70, while in Belgir:rn fhe 1971 drop as
comparedwith 1970 was 2.3/e. In the Netherlands the index came out at the same level
as ln Ig7O. The foregoi.ngobservations, however, fail to provide a faithful illustration
of the trend that has set in since August/September L97 L, since wtren there has been a
marked rise in the general agricultural price index in both West Germany and Belgium.
Indeed, acompa.risonof theindexforthefourthquarter of.L97I withthatforthefourth
quarter of 1970 shows a rise of 9% in Germany, and of.57o in Belgium. In France, the
rise was no less than 9.6%.
The rise in
increase in the Price
the Frencb agricultural price index ean be aseribed to be
index for animal prori.ucts (6.6/"), wtri'eh in L971 in all
(f) Oata still not available for ltaly for 1971
-L2'
Member States showed a marked improvemenL0omparing the i.ndex for the fourth quarter
of. I97I with that for the fourth qrnrter of. L970, the rise was 9.8%in West Germany, L2,4%
in France, LI.6% in the Netherlands, and 9.47o in Belgium. Against this, the index for
arable product prices showed very different tendencies as between Member States. Whereas
in West Germany and France it rose by 6% and 2.9/6 respectively, again compari.ng the final
quarters of. I97L arid 1970, in the Netherlands and Belgium the index acnrally fell considerably
by 13 .3/o and 9.l/s respectively in this same period.
It must finally be noted in these comments on general national agricultural producer
price indices that, in the medium tenn, quite differing trends affected thern as between
Member States.
When we compare L97I (or L97O/71 for West Germany) with f966 (or 1966/67 br
West Germany), the base period selected for the tables provided in the Annex, it can be
seen that the general agricultural price index reached 119.4(excltrding VAT) in France,
against 106.5 (including VAT) in the Netherlands, 99.8 in Belgium (excluding VAT) and
97.0 in West Germany (includingVAT).
In all Member States, the index of prices of food, drink,and tobacco rose more
sharply than that of agricultural product prices . On a base of. 1966 = 100, the indices
stood in l97l at 106.4 in West Germany, L25,0 in France, 114.8 i.n ltaly, 119.8 in the
Netherlands, 115.f in Belgium and 118.7 in Luxembourg. The development of these
indices, however, was less rapidthanthat of the general level of prices as measured
in the prices of gross domestic product.
Terms of Trade
The development of the ratio between priges received (a) and prices paid (b) by
farmers, that is to say the terms of trade in agricultural products (;) constihrtes an
important determinant of the trend in agricultural income.
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Diagram 2
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In the absence of suitable statistics, these terms of trade cannot be calculated in
respectof thepricesof allinputitems, wages,landpricesandrents. Herethereis
still an unresolved problem of the satisfactory weighting of the various factors, while
certain data are still lacking. This means that we are compelled to calculate terms of
trade on the basis of available national statistical data, concerning input items on the one
hand (1) and prices of agricultural products (2) on the other.
Bearing in mind the imperfections in the statistical series used, we can still
discern a continuing trend towards a deterioration in the "terms of trade" apparent in
the 1970 report. This trend was especially marked in West Germany where, on a base
ot 1966/67 = 100, the ratio () menttonedabove fell from 98.7 in Lg6g/7}to 88.3 in
I97O/7I. InBelgium, the decline was from 92.I in797Oto 90.5 in I97L, andin France
from 99.0 in 1970 to 96.4 in I97I. Data are still lacking for ltaly, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg in L97I, Available data for the fourth qurrter of. L97L show a slight
improvement over the same quarter of. L97O in Germany and France.
Note that in each Member State, excepting Luxembourg, for which no data on this
score are available at all, terms of trade in agrlcultural products are below the level
recorded in the base year (1966 or 1966/67).
(1) See table A/3.2 in Annex l, part I
(2) See table A/3.5 in Annex l, part 1
4.
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Agricultural Production and productlvity in agriculture (1)
a) Final agricultural Production
@.
According to information provided by agricultural economic accormts, the
value of final agricultural production would appear in the Cornmunity in 1970 to
total 37,690 milli.on u.a.; in relation to this amount, the relative proportion for
each Member State was 25 .6% for West Germany, 33.8% for France , 27 .O/s for
Italy, 8.67ofor the Netherlands, 4.8% for Belgiurn, and 0.27r, for Luxernbourg.
In the Communityn flnal production in 1970 in relation to the number of
hectares of agricultursl larrd in use,, accounted for a sum of around 540v. a. /l}a,
wtrile in relation to the number of people engaged in agriculture, the flgtrre was
around 4,000 u.a. per Person.
In the Community, the rnalue of animal production in 1970 accounted for
the trargest share (57 .5%, of final agricultural production (dai.ry sector: 17 .7%,
cattle sector: 15.O7o, pig sector: 13.3/s, egg sectorz 4.I%, and poultry meat
sector: 3.8%), For the same period, the value of arable productlon accounted
for 42.3% ofthe total for the Community; the most significant arable crops in
the Community being cereals (10.1%), fruit and vegetables (L2.37d, and wine
(7.4%). Italy is the only Member State in wtrich the value of arable prcduction
was relatively more important (6L.6Yvot final orlpra). Animal production, in
other words, was the more important side i.n all other Member States (West
Germany 79 .7%, Luxembou rg 73 .2/o, Belgium 70.0%, Netherlands 67 .5%,
France 55.9To\,
-l5a-
O.""t"p-"t
The tendency for growth in agricultural output at 1963 prices to ease off,
apparent in 1968 and 1969, appeared to have ceased, and volume growth rose by
3/sin the Community in 1970. The rate of growth varied
(f) See tables A/4.L to A/4.7 i.n the Annex, part l.
(2) Note that for lack of sufficient statisttcal data, account had to be taken of
final production and total employment in agri.culture, forestry and flsheries;
note also that we are here concerned with total employment and not labour units.
-16-
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quite distinctly from one Member State to another, although remaining positive for each;
thus it was highest in the Netherlands (6.5%) and Belgium (6.2%) and lowest in West
Germany and Italy (O.5%).
In order to form an impression of the trends emerging in the medium term' while
eliminating seasonal factors (in particular climatic conditions), an annual variation rate
for the volume of final agricultural production has been calculated for the period "1965" -
"1969" (I). The net trend [n the Community emerges as a 3 .5/s rate of glowth; in
Member States, avetage arurual variation rates proved highly divergent; + 4.8% in the
NetherlandsandBelgium,+3.8%i.nWestGermany, +3.2%inFrancer,*2.97oinltaly,
and * L.Vo in Lrxembourg.
As regards the development of the value of arable and ani.mal production at 1963
pri,ces in the Community, these too increased steadily between 1969 and L970, W 4.2%
and 3.0/e respectively. Fairly divergent trends in this field over the peri.od i.n question
again emerge for individual Member States; some sligtrt recession in arable production
occurredinltaly andBelgium, for instance, as a result, inltaly's @se' of declining olive
oil and fibre crop production. On the other hand, animal productiorl rose in volume
in all Member States except Luxembourg (0.6%).
Attention should also be drawn to the fact that the very favourable climatic
conditions of. L97L had, amongst other things, the effect of producing a very large cereals
crop, exceeding the 1969 harvest which had itself been considered one of the largest ever;
in 1971, the total cereals crop (excluding rice) came to 77 million tonnes for the Community'
amounting to an increase of some 9% over 1969 (and almost L4/s ovet I97O). Similar
results were actri.eved with sugar, productioll of which, according to estimates' was
(1) 
"f955'r = avcr&gc of 195!t L965r1966
"1969" = avc?&gc of 1!68r L969rL97o
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very high in 7971, amounting to 8.1 million tonnes of refined sugar (IS/s more tl; ;n 1970
and9% more than 1969, again a year considered good for the harvest in this product).
These clops were obtained in the Community in spite of a slight diminution in areas under
culti.vation for cereals (L97I/70: O.5%and L97L/69: 0.8%), but with the help of a modesr
increase in the area of sugar beet cultivatton (r9Tr/70: r.9/s and, rg7r/69: 0.g%),
Development trends for animal and arable production between 1969 and L97O are
dissimilar to those observed in the medium term (i.e. "1965" - "L969:); as in the Commrmi.ty
average glowth rates are actually quite near one another (3,3% for arable production and
3.5% for animal production) for the period in question.
These rates again conceat quite divergent trends between Member States. Between
"1965" and "1969" in West Germany, for instance, arable production developed apace
(4.4%r, as i.t did in France (4.0%), compared with L.L/s in Lrxembourg and 2.2% inltaly.
Conversely, animal production grew annually at a more rapid pace in Belgium (5.8/o) , the
Netherlands (5.3%), and Italy (4.17d. Again, it is noteworthy that some key forms of
arable production rose more swiftly on an annual basis in West Germany, such as soft
wheat (6.0%r, barley (7.O%) and some fruits (peaches: 9.9%and, apples: 8.47d; andagain
in France, with maize (L7 .57d and some fruits (pears: 7.87o, apples: 7 .0%, and peaches:
6%). During this same "1965" - "L969" period, the Community showed an annual rate of
increase in trhe volume of prodr.rction of the order of 2,O/s for milk and 3 .9% for eggs .
b) Tntermediate eonsumption
Composition
In ltlOr intermed.iate consumption aeeountad", ln the value of final ag:rieultu-
ral production, for a proportion of {!.6{,, in West Germatryr, 46.V" tn 3e1gium, 4o.af" in
LuxsmbourS, 33.tf', in Franoc and 23. V, tn Italy (1).
(f) Statistic-al data as yet not arra.ilable for the }letherlands. fn 1!68, the pereentass
was 44.V,.
c)
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In I97O,animal feed costs were the most important item in the value of
intermediate consumption in every Member State (highest in Belgium witt 69.2%,
followed by Italy with 55 .7/s and, Luxembourg with 5L,7%\ (L). The second largest
cost factor was fenilizers and soil dressings, amounting for instance to L8.4/s
of the value of intermediate consumption in France.
Development
The volume of intermediate consumption in the Community increased
appreciably (4.9%) in L970, compared with the pr.evious year, wtrile the preceding
annual growth rate had been up to 5.9%. The increase was weakest in West Germany
(0.67o) and Iraly (L,g%1, while it was most marked in Belgium (12 .8%), and the
Netherlands (10.97d; in the latter two countries, it stemmed in particular from
a characteristic increase in the consumption of animal feeds (L47oin Belgium and
II7 in the Netherlands).
Gross value added
Accordi.ng to the same statistical sourcesr gross value added at factor cost
(2) would appear in 1970 to come to 24,595 million u.a. for the Communi'ty (3),
with individual Member States accounting for the following shares of the total:
22.0% for West Germany, 34.O% for France, 33.1% for Italy, 6.8% (3) for the
Netherlands, 3.9% for Belgium and 2.O% for Luxembourg.
In the Community, gross value addedat factor cost pernumber of hectares or
agricultural land in use was calculated for 1970 as a unitary amount of some 350
u.a. per hectare, wtrile in relation to the number of people employed in agriculture
(4), the unitary amount was about 2,600 u.a. per person.
(t) Statistiea.l data as.vet not ava.ila.h1 q f'.t' the lt-Tetherland"s(Z) Cross value added at ma.rket priees plus suhsirlies, br-rt nintrs
( 3) nst*nratea(+) f" the absence of su,ffieient statistjea1 daia, this ernbraees
in agrieultrrlg, forestr;r and fisheries
indireet taxes
total empLoynent
d)
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Developm€nt
As regards development trends in gross value added at L963 market
prtces (1), taking lnto account increases in final production and intermediate
consumptton respecttvely, there emerges an tncnease in this value of.2.3/s,
as compated wtth a dnop of.2.2/s in 1969 over 1968. Here again, as wi.th fi.nal
agrlcultural productlon, the prwious trend towards decli.ne in the Community
at large seems to be fading.
Wi.th Member States an even mone striking reversal i.n the situation may
be discerned. Thus ln France, West Germany and Lrurembourgr each of which
in 1969 showed a negatlve change (-6%, -5.4% and -4. t/s respectively) , L97O
revealed a posittve varlatton in volume (* 5.37o, + 0,4% and * 0.87o respectively).
Productivity (2)
Durin$the period "1965"' " L969", productivity per hectare of agricultural
area ln use i.n the Commmity, calculated from the volume of flnal production or of
gross value added, and taking lnto account a dlminution rate ln the area in use of
0.4% per annum, showed an annual average growttr rate of 4.OVoand 3.37o
respectively. These l?tes conceal fairly wi.de discrepancies between Member
States,wtrich, measured agalnst the developrnent of flnal production per hectare,
varied between over 5.0/e (Belgium and the Netherlands) and less than 1.0%
(Luembourg), with Germany, Italy and France filling the lntermediate positions
(4.4%, 3.27o and 3.8/6 respectirrely).
Examination of the trrend ln average yields per hectare during the period
"1965" - "7970" reveals widely differingannual growth rates forvarlous relatively
imponant products. In the Community, for tnstance, average growth rEltes emerged
-2La'
as7.5% for durrrm wheat, 6.87o for maize and between2,ffiand3.7% for other
cereals, L.7/sfox sugar beet and 3.4% for potatoes.
(1) Parallel data for gross value added at factor cost not available.
(2) In the absence of adequate statistical data, this report is concerned only with
grcss productivity, and not with net productivity,
DEVETOPITIENI OF LASOT]R PRODUCTIVITT IN AGRICULTURE IN EEU COUIfIRIES
(calculated on the basis of final agricultural produotion et constant
"1963rt prices per person engeged. in agriculture)
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The average annual increase in final production (3.57d, coupled with the continuing
fall in the number of people engaged in agrlcultwe (4.2/o per annum) during the period
"1965" - "1969" signtfled an appteciable rise in labour productivity. The annual rate of
growh here is 8.!%, calculated from the volume of final prodrrction, and 7.5% calculated
from gross value added at constant prices. According to either method of computation,
these annual rates worked out at 8.ff/o and 8.8/s respecttvely ln West Germany; 7.37o and
6.37oin Francet 8.2%and7.7%in ltaly; 8.3%and7.S%in the Netherlands; L0.0%and8.5%
in Belgi.um, and 4,7% and, 2.87o in Luxembourg.
Over the same period (at constant prices and enctrange rates), these fi.gures
compare with an annual rate of growth in gross domestic prodrrct per capita of around 5%.
In all Mernber States, the latter rate is lower (Germany 4.7%, France 4.97or Italy 6.Vo,
Netherlands 4.9%, Belgium 3.97o) than the annual gTowth rate for gross value added ln
agricultnre, except in the case of Luxemboury Q.f7;.
5.
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Demand for foodsnrffs (l)
In all E.E.C. Member States, a diminishing proportion of private
expendihrre by households is spent on food, drink and tobacco. In 1970, this
proportion came to between 30 and 33/ofor Member States, with the
exception of Italy (42.2Td, whereas in f 960 it had been benveen 35 and 42/sfor
the five other Member States, and 47.S/ofor ltaly. Thus in l0 years, there has
been a reduction of differentials between the various proportions of consumption
going for "food, drink and tobacco" in E. E.C. Member States, excepting ltaly,
where households still devote a large proportion of consumer spending to this
item. In 1960, France had shown a high percentage (42/s), placing it closer to
Italy (47,3/s);b:t in I0 years, this proportion has dwindled rapidly, to no more
than 33$ i.n 1970., while Italy has yet to effect this struchrral change in its
private consumption patterns.
As national statistical criteria are not indentical, estimates only can
show that in 1970 household expendihrre on drink came to about 6/oof.totaL
private consumption outlays, while that on tobacco came toeound 2-3To, and that
on foodshrffs to about one quarter of consumer spending, except in Italy, where
it was nearer one third.
(l) See tables A/5.I and A/5.2 in Annex, part 1.
_25 _
Although the proportion of expenditure on foodhas declined, in terms of household
consumption, food consumption in itself has conti.nued to increase over the past ten years.
This is due panly to population growh, of the order of. L0%, but also to consumption per
capita.
Consumption (per capila and overall) has dweloped in various ways, according to
the product in question. Fof, some, such as potatoes and cereals (including wheat), there
has been something of a decline compared with l0 years ago. Again, individual consumption
of liquid milk has declined somewhat and overall human consumption of milk at best stagnated.
On the otfier hand, consumption of other products has in some cases risen appreciably. In
all, increases come to about one-quarter for butter and some other fats, fruit and vegetables.
The amornrt was about one-third for sugAr and eggs, and about one half for cheese and meat,
compared with 1960/61.
As regards potatoes, whole mi.lk and cereals (excluding rice), there was a marked
decrease in overall consumption of , respectively, 0. 98%, 0.56% and O.38% per annum'
But increase rates recorded for other products such as butter, fruit, vegetables, sugar'
fats, eggs and meat, in terms of overall annual improvement' were respectively t.77/s,
L.g77o, 2,L6%, 2,4L%, 2.44%,2.77% and 3.957o.
For the last year covered by figures (I97Ol7I), consumption per capita was as follows:
Butter (1): 5.6 kg; cheese: 10.7 kg; egs: f3.9 kg; fats (1) encludingbr.tter: 2Lkg; sugar:
83.8 kg; me:it 6.7 kg; fruit:71.8 kg; wtrole milk:73.7 kg; wheat:77.7 kg; potatoes:8f .8 kg;
vegetables: 115.8 kg.
These trends stem from substituttve tendencies in the pattern of consurnption. Take
for example meat. Within overall meat consumption, poultry meat and "other" meats (e.g.
rabbit) have enjoyed an increase in their share of overall consumption of one half. Poultry
meat now accormts for some
(t) rig.rres relate to the year I)6)flo
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l57o of. meat consumption. All other meats have lost ground in relative terms
though in general supplies have tnereased in volume; the slackening trend.
has been most marked with horse meat (alinost 40To), sheepmeat and goat's meat.
This goes also for pigmeat, which nevertheless ranked higher in the consumption
chart than beef. Total meat consumption in L97O/71 thus broke down as follows:
cattle meat (beef and veal): 34.8% (37.3%); pigmeat: 35.770 Q7.2Td; poultry meat:
15.3% (f 0.370); sheep and goat's meat:I. Uo (2,0%); horsemeat: I.5% Q.aTd; other
meats: 3.57o Q.aTJ; edible offals: 7.L%o (8.37o) (1).
We may therefore sum up the situation as follows. Whereas there is an
ever-increasing range of foodstuffs on offer, there is a general decline in consumption
of the established staple foods, both in relative and in absolute value. Consumption
of more expensive foodstuffs and those better suited to modern living such as meat'
fruit and vegetables has increased by comparison with the past. Consumption of sugar
and fats has also continued to rise. We may also ascribe the trends emerging in
part to agriculhrral policy measures taken at certain junctures (e. g. promotion of
butter marketing). The ultimate determining factor, however, was changes in incomes,
and in the structure of prices, and the adaptation of consumption habits to nevr modes
of living. Such fresh habits affect significantly the way in which prodrrction is orientated,
even though percentage differences may at times be very slight.
Q) Figures in brackets relate to the period 1960 to 1969
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B. AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES
As far as structural development is concerned, the few new items of data to
hand since the last report are concerned essentially with the utilization of land, the
structul€ and size of holdings, in hectares, and the active farming population.
For want of the results of the census for 1970, it would seem that we may
sti.ll derive some benefit from the information accruing from the i.nquiry into farm
holding strucnrre in 1966/67, which concerned itself with the distribution, bV tIPe,
of farm holdings: changes in the pattern since that time have been relatively modest.
l. Soil Utilizati.on (1)
The total ar.ea of land in use in the E.E.C. decreased by 0.8/e during the
period f968-1971 (2), falling to slightly over 69.6 million ha. During this same
period, the total area of land in use for farming fell quite sharply in the
Netherland s (4.5%), to a lesser extent i.n Luxembourg (2 .5%, , Belgium (2 .2%)
and West Germany (I.O7o); there was a relatively small decline in France (O.5%)
and Italy (0.4%\.
No major ctrange occurred in terrns of the overall utilization of farmi.ng
land in the E.E.C. apart from one or two slight alterations in the various Member
States. Thus for insance, the proportion of arable land to the global area of
farming land in the E.E.C. fel1 from 55.3% in 1968 to 55. L/sin I97I; the change
in area of permanent pasture was in fact even smaller than this (38.0% h 1968
to 38. L%in L97L). Only Germany exhibited a modest increase in its area of
arable land, a factor which in all other Member States decreased. Developments
in the area of permanent pasture agai.n show Germany on a trend
(f) see tables BfL.l and 3/1.2 i44nnex, Part 1.(e) mtfr c-kccptlons only as expli6itly citecl in this eeetion B.1., the
period of d.evelopment in guestion is 1958 to 1971 throughout.
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divergent from that obtaining in the other Member States; it showed a slight
decrease, while the other countries all recorded a modest increase.
The proportion of pluriannual crops within the total Community farming
area remained constant (6.8%). In France, the Netherlands, Belgium and
Luxembourg, this proportion fell, while in ltaly, which has the largest share of
E. E.C. pluriannual cultivation, there was a slight increase.
The total area of woodland increased by l.O/o, to reach 28.4 million ha.
This accounted for 24/oot the entire E.E.C. land area. In all Member States the
proportion of land given over to forestryas against the total ateaof the country
remained virtually level during the period in question, except in France, where it
increased by l.O/sto account f.or 26/o.
Turning to trends in the main crops, the total area of cereal
cultivation (including rice growing) appears to have risen by almost l.O7o in the
E. E. C. It was however only Germany and France that showed any extension of
their cereals area to the tune of 3.2/o in Germany, and 2.57o in France (period
r 968-1 97r).
Root crop cultivation was affected ry the somewhat un-favourable trend
of prices in recent years. The total area under root crop cultivation in the E. E. C.
fell by rather over lo/o, a development that was especially marked in France and
Germany.
The total area under sugar beet cultivation in the E. E. C. rose W L.Uo
while that of oil seeds enjoyed marked expa.nsion. Compared with the 1968 index,
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the oil seed area of the E.E.C. was worth 134 points inL97l. Crops in
decline, however, included in particular potatoes (-13.5/e), pulses (-6.57o)
and forage crops (-l.Ud.
Despite disappointing market trends and the grubbing that resulted,
the area of fruit cultivation in the E. E. C. diminished scarcely at all.
_29_
This area covered 1.06 millionha in 1971 , or2.5/6less thanin 1968. Indeed, it
expanded sltghtly in Italy (0.57d, where no g:rrbbi.ng took place, while in France,
any diminution in this area was only minimal.
Vtneyard areas fell in toto by I . 8/s in the E. E. C. , as dre result of a sliglt
decrease in the French vineyard area and that of ltaly, and an increase in tlrat of
Germany.
2. Structure of holdings (l)
a) Number and size (2)
Compared with previous years, the pertod L967-Ly70 saw a major
acceleration in the decrease in numbers of farm holdi.ngs of over one hectare in
the E. E . C. The arunral rate of decrease in the number of holdings over I ha was
1.7/s appronimately in the period L96O-L967, brut 3 .9% tn the period L967-L970.
This meant that the drop in absolute number of holdings was fnom 5.62
million In 1967 to 4.98 million in 1970. Nerrerttreless, this had a limited effect
on the avellage size of holdtngs in the Communlty; this rose from ll.4 ha in L967
to 12.7 ha in 1970.
The accele€ti.ng decrease in number of farms mentioned above was common
to all Member States, although to varying erctents. The most rapid faIl in farm
numbers was in ltaly, where it amormted,to 4.2/s during the period 1967 -I97O,
as against about 1.0% in the period L96l-I967. Next came the Netherlands, wherre
the decline rates f.or 1966-1970 and 1959-1966 respectively came to 5.2/o and 1.8/s.
tl] See tables nfZ.L and g/2.5 in Anncx, partfhc f,otal mrmber of holdings refcrucd to
by farns of one ha and ov€?r
1.
in eection a) is that constituted
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During the period L967/7O, the lowest rate of decrease was in
France (3.4%), with a fairly modest acceleration over previous years (2.9Toin
the period 1963/67). With Belgium, the annual decrease was 4. Ol(in the period
1967 /70 against S.Uo between 1957 and L967 . The annual decrease in the number
of farm holdings of one hectare and over was 4. I/o in Luxembourpg during the
period L967 /70.
The effect of the trend described above on the average size of farms
of I ha and over was somewhat different according to the Member State in question.
Between L967 and L970, this average size rose from 19.1 ha to 21ba in France
(+1\7or, from 17. 2la,to 19.4 ha in Luxembourg (+12.8%), from 11. 0 ha to 13.0 ha
in tbe Netherlands (+18.2/s), from 10.5 ha to 11.6 ha in Belgium (+10.5%), and
from 7. I ha to 7.7 ha in Italy (+8.5%).
In the E. E.C. , anatysis of the development of the number of farms
according to size group and the area in farming use reveals firstly that the
number of holdings of 20 ha and more as a proportion of the total number of
holdings rose from 14.47oin L967 to 16. 8/sin 1970. Again, the number of farms
in the category, "20 to 50 ha" rose by O.Uo per annum, and that of "50 ha plus"
farms by 3.L% per annum. The total area under farminguse in these two
categories of holdings accounted for 59.7%ot the total area occupied by holdings
of t ha and over in the period under consideration (54.7Toin 1967), while the annual
increase in the area under cultivation by holdings of.20 ha to 50 ha in size was I/6
and that for holdings of 50 ha plus was 3.7To. Conversely, the proportion of holdings
of less than 20 ha fell to 83% of the total number of farms of I ha and over,
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The number of farms of betureen I and 5 ha area fell by 5/e per annum; that of
farms of 5 to 10 ha by 5.5%per annum, and that of farms to l0 to20 ha by 3.87o
per annum. The decrease in the area covered by farms in these three categories
followed almost exactly the rate set by the fall in their numbers. In all, these
farms had under cultilvation 40.3%of the total area of farmingland in the E.E.C.
in 1970.
4
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Only France and ltaly showed any deviation from the trend described for
the E. E. C. in this particular, although here too the proportional rrumber of farms
falling within the classification 20 to 50 ha also fell. But in France, the anrnral
decrease in number of such farms came to 0.2/o in the period L967/7O, with their
share in the total number of French holdings of I ha and over dropping to 26To. In
Italy, the fall was I .Z%per annum for the same category of farm, and its shane of
the total fell in 1970 to 3.7/o of the farms of t ha and over. In th.e other countries'
the numbe r of.2O to 50 ha holdi.ngs rose: in Germany by 3 .8%, in llelgium by 3 '2/s,
in the Netherlands by 1.8% and in Lu:<embourg by 1.3%.
In Italy the number of farms of less than 20 ha fell by some 4.4% per annum'
while such farms still accounted tor 94.6% in the total number of I ha and wer holdings'
in 1970. h the other countries, the annual percentage variation in I97O was 5.3fr in
France ,7 .6%in Luxembourgr 6.5% in the Netherlands, 5.A% in Belgium, and 4.Uo
in West Germany. In these countries, the proportion of farms of less than 20 ha in
size in all holdings of over I ha dropped to 65.5% in France , 57,ryo in Lr.urembourg,
8L.5% in the Netherlands, 84.9%in Belgium, and 83.7%in Germany.
b) Type of holding
T1.;1e L966/67 survey of agricultural structures provides a detailed picture of
the relative importance (number of holdings, area and labour force) of the various
types of farming.
On the basis of this surrey, a breakdown was compi.led of the number of farm
holdings under the followingheads: annual crops, horticulture, fruit farming, viticulture,
olive growing, cattle rnearing, sheep and goat farming, pig rearing and poultry farming.
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On the basis of the statistical information provided in the Annex (l),
a breakdo.wn has been constructed of the various specializations of holdings
under three headings, "main1y", "mixed, with emphasis on" and "others" (2)
This classification shows that in 1966/67 rather over 55/o of all farms
in the E.E.C. were so organized that their main activity comprised 68/qor more of
the total value of production ('mainly" category).
Some 34/sot the holdings fell into the b:ra,ekctr"mixed, with emphasis
on" (34 to 68% of the total value of production), and 1.Uo of farms had no parti.cular
specialist activify ("others" category). However, these percentages vary considerably
from one country to another. The proportion of holdings falling into the "mainly"
category for instance was largest (69.8%) in the Netherlands and Belgium (63.2%),
rtaly (6r/) and France (59.2/s), whrre in Luxembourg this category dropped to
30.4%, and in Germany to 3L.L%.
Inter alia, the findings of the structural survey reveal tbat 437o of.
farm holdings in the E. E. C. had orientated their activities towards production of
cattle meat, horsemeat, sheepmeat and goat's meat. These holdings included a20.4/s
proportion "mainly" geared to cattle production, while 22.6% came under the heading
of those "with emphasis on" production of cattle meat.
(f ) see tables B/2.3 +,o Bf ?.5 in jnnex, nart 1(2)'rMain1J"'is unC-erstood to irnpl)' holdings in r.rhieb the partior.rlar speei-alisation
aeeounts for 6ff or more of the totaL value of what the;r prodrree. Thrrs holrl,ingsreliant espeeially on eattle rearing are taken to be those that harre <af ir-*o"*of the total value of their outprrt aeerr.ing fron eattle re::r:ing. 
_nllived'r holrlilgsrf17i.tl speer:l ernphoe,i-str a.re ta-ken to inelrrde fa.rns r.rith 
.l,l +o \Aq ni ii," i.,i*r
"'ql-l:Le of their or'-tprt-t a.cerr1ing: frnm t-.1::lti_errlar" speeiaLizatior. fn the frothe:lsr?eategor;,' there th;rs 1p.11 hoklings where no speeia. li:ze.tion nredor,,rinetes, or i.n
which no partie'lar item of produetir:n aeeorrnts for nore than zl /, of itre totalvalue of outprrt.
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The latter category included L3.S[ocombining cattle reari.ng with annual crops , 6.Vo
cattle rearing with conversion farming (1) and 2.2% cattle rearingwith pluriannual crops.
Eqr.rally, L0.87oof all E.E.C. farms still engaged in cattle reartngas a secondary
activity (less than one-third of the value of production).
Considerable differences in these percentages come to light for indivi.dual Member
States. Thus the percentage of holdings "mainly" engaged in cattle nearing fluchrates
berween L2.4% (Italy) and 38.5/e @elgium) of the total number of farms in the cotmtry in
question. Ttrrnlng to "mixed" I-brms "with emphasis on" cattle rearing, the percentage
scatter is even wider, ranging bennreen L2.97o in Italy and 52 .6% in Luxembourg. :In the
other Member States , these percentages came to 43 .3% in Germany , 25 .6% in France ,
23 . 4% in Belgium and 13 .7% in ttre Nethe rlands .
As far as anntral clops are concerned, the stnrcnrral sunrey shows that 9. 7% ot
farm holdings $rere "rnainly" orientated towards this, while 10.9% of fartns wers of the
mixedtype "with emphasis on" annual crops. These farms include 6.L7o combiningannual
crops with cattle rearing, 3/s annual crops wi.th pluriannual ctrltirration, and L.87o annual
crops with conversion farming.
This sector agatn shows wide variations as between Member States. The number
of farms for instance practisfurg "mainly" annual crops came to 15.6% of. ttre total number
of holdings in Italy, whereas the equivalent figure for Lunembourg was only L.I%, ln
Germany g ,Wo, 1n Belgium 3.9%, i.n France 5 .5%, and in the Netherlands 6. 8%. The
proportion of "mixed" f,arms "with emphasis on" annual crops was largest i.nltaly (I3.9To).
The lowest proportion for this type of farm was returned for the Netherlands (1 .87o).
(1) Conversion farming: pigs, poultry, calves.
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As regards the pluriannual crops sector, 5.6% of holdings emerge as "mainly"
devoted to frtri.t growing, 8.2% to viticrfltute, 2.7/sto olive farming, and 1.l/sto a
combination of suctr pluriarurual forms of cultivation. Pluriannual cultivation is more
common in France and ltaly.
The number of holdings grven over "mai.nly" to conversion activities, i..e. those
that deri.ve at least 68% of. the total value of production from the rsising of pigs, poultry
and calve.s , ln L966/67 accounted for only 2 .77o of. the total number of farms, while 4.5%
of those categorised as "mixed" had as their chi.ef activity conversion farming. The swift
expansion of the conversion sector in recent years may however harre altered these
percentages somewhat, in particular when it comes to mixed holdings that have conversion
as their "prcdominant" activity. Conversion farming is in fact mainly concentrated in
Belgium and the Netherlands. In these countries, the proportion of holdings wtth cqrversion
as a "predominant" dctivity as against the total number of farms came to L2.9% 7n the
Netherlands and 7.67o in Belgium. At the other extreme, this proportion was as low as
L.3% irL Italy and L.4% in France.
The proportion of holdings orientated towards horticulture within the total number
of E.E.C. farms came to 4.2/o in L966/67. In this sector, the Netherlands headed the
list wittr L4.77o of the total number of that country's farms, followed not very closely by
Belgium, with 7.4%. Germany comes at the bottom of the list, with 2.4%
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3. Livestock (1)
The cattle population of the E. E.C. has been steadily falling
since 1968, with the largest decrease occurring between 1969 and L970. In
L969, the fallwas.of O.3% over 1968, and this followed by an acceleration of
the trend, resulting in a 2.I/o decline in 1970 over 1969. The fall between
1970 and 1971 was somewhat less marked (f .1/e). In all, the drop in numbers
of the Community's cattle stock was 3.5/6 during the period 1968/L971.
The diminution of the Community cattle count applied to dairy
cows as well as fatstock, although in the latter sector the fall was less marked
than with dairy cows. The fatstock count fell in L97L by 0.27o over 1970, and by
0.97o over 1968.
Ddiry stock in the Community showed a steady regression
throughout the period 1968/71 (5.9%r, with the rate for l97O/7L at L.47o.
In recent years, pig farming has developed apace in the Community.
In f 97f , with a head count of.49.4 million, the pig stock was 15. 6/ohigher than in
1968, although in fact the l97l level was 3.2/obelow that of L970. This last drop
may however be deemed a temporary low in the normal pig cycle, rather than
a matter of structural evolution. The main expansion of the pig stock was in
Belgium, the Netherlands and France.
Movements in goat and sheep rearing in the Community were of
only limited scope. ln 197L, the total number of goats and sheep was 1.3/s higher
than in 1968, whereas the correspondingfigure for L97L was 0.87llower than that
foi 1970. These percentages were dictated largely by developments in France
and ltaly, where the major producers in this seetor are located.
(f) See table Bf3.l in Annex, part 1
4.
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In the absence of other more 1€cent data ttran those cited in the 1970 report
on the situation in agriculture, it is impossible to provide any more rp to date
information on the recent stnrctural evolution of the stock rearing sector, in terms
for instance of the number of farmers, the average size of herd per holding etc.
Labour and capital (1)
a)
The reduction in the number of persons employed in agriculture in the various
Member States of the Community continues ac a steady pace. This trend emerges
clearly from analysis of available statistical data. Such a study also brings to light
year-to-year fluctuations, reflecting prevailing economic conditions both in agriculture
and in other sectors.
The average annual decrease in the E.E.C. was 4.3/s during the period L96O/7O,
as against 5.97o in 1970 against 1969. The figures vary considerably for the various
types of active farm population (heads of holdings, flmily labour and wage-earning
labour); there are equally certain divergencies between one Member State and another.
The fall in the active farming population between 1969 and 1970 was least marked in
the Netherlands, and',lras even, in contrast to other Member States, less sharp than
in 1968 to L969. It seems likely ttrat the prospect of an improvement onJanuary 1,
197L in the regulations governing the abandonment of holdings, as operative in that
country since 1964, helped to restrain departures in 1970.
The most signi.ficant fall in 1970 occurred in Italy, where itwas 8.4%of.the
active farming population, followed by Belgium (5.27o1, West Germany (5.0%) and
Luxembourg (4.3%). There werp again large discrepancies berween percentage
falls in the numbers of heads of holdings. During the decade L96O/70, the highest
percentage rate of fall here was in Luxembourg (4.5%), followed by tta.iy (3.9/).
The number of family helpers fell considerably in Italy and in
(t ) see ta.hles e/4.1 to Bf 4.! in Anner, rrar* 1.
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Bel gium. To understand the percentage reduction rate in family farm labour
in ltaly, one must bear in mind the movement there towards wage-earning
labour., as a result of the social benefits that stem fiom it. The average annual
drop in the number of wage-earning workers in the E. E. C. was 3. 8/6 during the
period 1969/70, while in 1970 it came to 6.6/o against L969. Luxembourg and
Italy especially in 1970 saw an appreciable increase in the reduction in the wage-
earning labour force, comparing the trend with previous years. Whereas the
downward trend rarrat 3.1%per annum in the period 1960/70 in ltaly, it came to
8/sfor the 1969/70 season, the equivalent percentages for Luxembourg being
5.z%and 9. l/o respectively.
Considering the evolution of the actiVe farm pop:lation in the light of age
categories, no significant modification seems to have occurred since f 968. Within
the limits allowed by the data so far available, it would appear that in all Member
States the proportional importance of the 65-plus age group fell benn'een 1968 and
l97O; from 8. Uoto 8.47o in West Germany, from 8.47oto 7.l|o in France, from
6.6Toto 5.0% in Italy, and from 4.6%to 4.4/o in Belgium. However, the proportion
of people within the categories, aged 14 to 24, and aged 25 to 34 also fell in all
Member States, with the result that the age pyramid of the active farming population
failed to improve. In other words, there was scarcely any alleviation of the problem
of the ageing farming poprlation, particularly in view of the fact that the proportion
of persons fallingwithin the categories, aged 45 to 54, and aged 55 to 64 increased
quite markedly between 1968 and 1970. The former category varied between 20.4To
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in Germany and 23. 5/s in Belgium, while the latter varied betwe en 20.7/s
in Germany, and 23/sin France. The decline in the active population in the 14
to 24 age bnacket does moreover mean that the decline in the active farming
population will be maintained in the future.
b) Capital
There is clearly a close link benreen the fall in the active farming
poprlation on the one hand, and the increase in farming investment on the other.
Unfortunately, we have as yet no Co:rrmunity-wide system of statistics in deail
on the formation of capital and investments at farm level. Just the
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same, certain indicators on this score can be found inan O.E.C.D, study (l) which
reveals that in the period 1957 / 1967 the annuat average percentage tncrease in the value
invested per hectare varied considerably bet'ween one Member State and anothe r (2.4%
to L0%). Again, sigaificant variations appear in the nature of suctr tnvestments; the
average annual increase in the value of capital invested in livestock for instance varied
between 2.2 and 6.3%, that in deadstock between 3.6% and I4/s, and the capital invested
in land, between 2.27 andL0.6/s.
AS far as more recent years are concerned, numerical data for analysis are
available only for West Germany (2) and Belgium (3).
The data for Germany reveal that the total amount of investments (4) per hectare
in the period 1965/66 - L97O/7L increased by 7.2/s. During this sarne period, there was
a npid growth in capital per labour unit. This increased amounted to close on 49% during
the period in question, i.€. to an average increase of some 7/sper annum.
In Belgium, the development of capital per labour unit, and per hectare showed a
growth of, r.espectively, 33%and 16% dunng the period L966/69 - LWO/7I. The largest
increase was recorded for capital invested in livestock, while worktng capital per hectare
remained virtually unchanged .
(l) Capital and Finance in Agriculture; Volume 1, OECD, Paris 1970
(2) Agrarbertcht L972
(3) Development of Agricultu€l and Horticultural Economy I97O ' l97L
(4) Includes all capital goods, as well as working capital, regardless of ownership.
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C. OVERALL TRADE AND DEGREE OF SELF.SUFLICIENCI (I)
1. Trade with third countries
a) Imports
Total imports of agricultural and food p::oducts
The value of total imports of agricultural and food products in 1971 was
12,027 million u.a., or an increase of some 4.L% over the previous year. This
increase stemmed mainly from risi.ng imports of food prducts, oilseeds and
fats and oils.
Within the overall value of agricultural products and foodstuffs imported
from third countries in 1971 , 5.8% came from the four acceding countries, this
percentage being much lower than that for imports of all types of products from
the same. The opposite however applies wtren it comes to e)rports (see b).
Imports of "regulated" products (2)
The increase in imports of products governed by regulations that was
observed in preceding years continued in 1971.
In terms of real value, imports of these products nose fipm 5,198
million u.a. in L969 to 5,992 million u.a. in L970, and to 6,528 million u.a.
in 197 L, amor:nting to a 9% tncrease between I97O and 1971 , and to 26% since
L969.
Imports from the industrialised cor:ntrles showed a marked growttt,
risingfrom 2,715 millionu.a. in 1969to3,268 millionu.a. in L970, and3,7O4
million u.a. in Lg7l, or an increase of l3%between 1}/0 and I97I, andS6To
since L969.
(r) see tabrcs cfL.L to cf3.1 in Anncx, part 1.(Z) neeufated. products are : pigneat, ccreals, frcsh
eggsr pouLtry, wine, ri.ee , ctairXr producter bccftfish, tobaeeo, fIax, hemp and hops.
frlit and vcgctablcs tfats and oils, sugar,
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Imports from the U.S.A. rose from 1,254 million u.a. in
L969, to 1, 583 million u. a. in L97O (+267d to 1,766 million u. a. in L97L (+12%'),
while for imports from E. F.T.A. the increase was smaller (648 million u.a.
in 1971, compared with 629 million u.a. in 1970, or +3.07or.
Imports from developing countries rose hrt slightly. They
climbed from2,147'miIlionu.a. in 1970 to 2,180 millionu.a. in L97L, an
increase of. L.5/o.
Imports from East Bloc countries also showed a rise. These
increased from 572 million u. a. in 1970 to 640 million u. a. in l97L, a rise of
l27u This increase was occasioned mainly by the pigmeat sector (+20%r, eggs
(r4.37o1, poultry (+18%), cattle (+L57d, fats and oils (+18%).
Imports of "non-regulated" agriculhrral products (1)
In absolute value, l97l imports of non-regulated agricultural
products totalled 6,399 million u.a. Compared with 1970, this constihrted
a drop of.0.4/s. This was in fact the first decrease since L967, when imports
came to 5,261 million u.a.
b) Exports
Overall exports of agricultural and food products
Exports of agricultural and food products to third countries have
continued to grow throughout the past four years. In 1971 this growth was
especially marked, coming to a real value of.4rL34 million u"a. against
(1) See page 39 footnote (2)
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3 ,684 mi.llion u. a. in L97O, an increase of. L2/s. This growth stemmed mainly from
developments in imports of foodproducts, wtrich rose from 2,493 million u.a. i.n 1970
to 2,815 million u.a. in L97L, an increase of. L3% and in drinks and tobacco (+ f5%)
and fats and oils (+ 50%).
In 1971, exports to ttre acceding countries amounted to a significant pllportion
(L9.5%) of all exports of agricularral and food products to third countries. This proportion
in fact compares with 14.07o for "all products".
Exports of "regulated" agricultural products
Overall, exports of regulated products increased steadily. These rose from I1993
million u.a. in L969 to 2,395 million u.a. in L970, and2,774 million u.a. inL97L, a growth
of. L67o.
Since 1969, exports to East Bloc countries have increased grcatly (117 million u.a.
in 1969, 230 million u.a. in 1970 - i.e. + 97% - and 249 milli.on u.a. in L97l - + 8Td. In
197I, the growth in enports of regr.rlated foodstuffs affected also the U.S.A . (+ 47d, the
E . F. T.A . countries (+ 15%) and rhe developing countries (+ 22%), This growth was due
mainly to exports of fruit and vegetables (* 3LTd, eggs (+ 577o\, poultry ft aSTo), mllk
(+ 38%), fats and oils (+ 73%) and sugar (+ 58%).
Exports of l'non- regulated " agricultural products
Exports of non-regulated agricultural products rose from L,289 million u.a. in
1970to 1,360millionu.a. in L97L, anincreaseof.S.S%. Fortheindustrialisedcountries,
the rise was from 959 million u.a. in 1970 to 1,012 million u.a. in L97L, also an increase
of 5.5% (B.F.T.A. 541 million u.a. in 1970 and 573 million u.a. in L97L, or+ 6%; U.S.A.
199 million u.a. i.n 1970 and 203 million u.a. in I97L, or + 2/o).
With developing countries, exports of non-r.egulated products developed favounbly
Srom 230 millioll u.o. in 1969 to 268 mtllion u.a. ln 197I, or + 8/e).
There was hower,'e" a regreeeive trend when it came to East Bloe countries
(5a nittior! u.a. in 19?O and.55 million u.a. in L97I, or a drop of some 3.r,4').
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2. Intra-Community trade
In L971, the value of intra-Community trade continued to
increase, both for regulated products (21.770) and for non-regulated
products (15" 0%).
With regulated products, the development of trade affected
all sectors except flax, (-16.97din particular wine (-r-47.fl"), riee ($5.L*)
fats and oils (+38. 2/s) and hemp (+337d. West Germany (fl2.\'To) and Ialy
(+33.6%) were the countries that contributed most markedly to the growth
in prrchases from other Member States.
In 1970, intra-Community receipts for all agricrrltural products
covered about halt (52To) the amount of equivalent extra-Community imports,
In 1971, this proportion rose to 60S.
The development of receipts by each Member State in relation to
the overall quantity of products purchased inside the Community was as follows:
f or agricultural products taken as a whole:
r970 l97L
B. L. E. U.
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlartds
E. E. C.
3. Degree of self-sufficiency, (1)
rc0.0% LOO.O%
14.8%
75.OTo
4L.r%
17.7%
7t.47o
14.r%
14.s%
4t.8To
Le.3%
l0.4To
The self-sufficiency ratio is a statistical device enabling us to
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express the degree to which a country's domestic needs in one or more
products are covered by production of this or these products by the country
in question. The main agricultural products may be classified at E. E. c.
level according to degree of self-sufficiency (2):
(1) See table C/3.1in Annex, part l"
(2) Except where specifically stated, the figures in brackets relate solely
to the year l97O/71; for further details, see table C/3.1
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- products for which the E.E.C. was a net ex(porter in L968/69, 1969/70 and I97O/7lz
soft wheat (lO2%), sugar (LO67o, excluding overseas departments), butter (l}47or,
cheese (LO27o), powder.ed milk (L48%) and condensed milk (L547d.
- products for which the E.E.C. was more or less self-sufficient in 1968/69, 1969/70
andL970/71: fresh vegetables, pigmeat, poultry meat, €gBS, whole milk, skim milk;
- products for which the self -sufficiency ratio of the E. E. C. is subject to variati.ons
around 10ffi due to economic circumstances: rye (L047o in 1968/69 and 94%in LT70/7I1,
barley (9L7o in l97O/7I and tO7% in L968/ 69\, rice (9L% in t968/69 and I34/s in t97O/7 L,
excluding brokens), wine (957o in L968/ 69 and LO4% in L970/71);
- products for which the E.E.C. was a net importer in L968/69, L969/70 and LWO/7L;
durum wheat (75%), oats (88%), maize (657d, "other cer@.ls" (l) (1520), fresh fruit(882d,
citrus (527d, fish (s9%in L969170\ vegetable fats and oils (4tr7oin 1969/70), slaugfter
h.ts (8I7o rn 1969/70), fats and oils of marine origin (7% tL L969/7O), and beef (88%).
(f) Chiefly millet and sorghum
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D. THE AGRICULTURAL MARKETS FOR VARIOUS PRODUCTS
1. ae.rqor 1l?n /?r
l. Cereals (l)
Supply situation
The final harvest returns f.or I97O are little different from the
provisional data contained in the last agricultural situation report. The
cereals harvest, recorded as 67.3 million tonnes, was one of the four
largest harvests of the past fwenty years.
During the L97O/71 season, cereals consumption increased in the
Community, to reach approximately 77.8 million tonnes. Human consumption
scarcely exceeded the previous year's level, confirming that the decrease
in per capita consumption which set in some years ago has continued.
On the other hand, use of cereals in animal feeds went on increasing, as
the result of the rising output of fat pigs, eggs and poultry. At a consumption
level of 16.5 million bnnes, maize remained the preferred forage cereal
crop. The amount of wheat used for animal feedingwas 8 million tonnes,
some half of which was used in denatured form. Thus once again denaturing
appeared to be a necessary device for disposing of surpluses.
Over 8O% of the marketed wheat fed to animals was denatured.
Trade
Despite the fact of a smaller crop and lower carty over stocks, the
g
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volume of intra-Community trade was nevertheless maintained in
1970/7L at the same level as in the previous season. Over 75% of the
transactions made were deliveries of French cereals, which thus more
than doubled compared with the average for the yelrrs 1965/6lt and 1966/67.
Only the Northern countries of the Community participated in this trade
for in ltaly, as the result of inadequate regionalization of cereal prices,
and the reduction in the levy on feed grains authorised for this member
country, there was a marked for preference pnoducts from third countries.
On the other hand, exports to third countries fell far below the
record level of the previous year. In wheat, the Community was scarcely
(l) See tables D/l.1toD/L.13 in Annex, part I
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represented at all on commercial export markets. In all , 50% of the total quantity of wheat
exported took the form of deliveries made as food aid, while the remainder was largely
exported to traditional African markets. But exports of wheat flour ( I .5 million tonnes)
remained at the level of the previous year.
The high level of demand for feed grains had the effect of pushing imports from third
countries up to a record level during the 1970/71 season. The import surplus uas 15.8
million tonnes, compared with 5.6 million tonnes during the 1969/70 season. The increase
was most pronounced in West Germany, where imports almost doubled in quantity against
the previous year. This increase was boosted by major purchases of Erality wheat from
abroad for the Federal reserve stocks.
World Market situation
During the season I97O/7I, the world wheat market was almost in equilibrium.
This stemmed from the fact that harvests fell in consequence of reductions in the area
under cultivation in the major exporting countries, and from increaseddemand forwheat
for animal feed, offsetting tl-re smaller offers of American maize (down 12.3 million tonnes).
As yet incomplete data seem to indicate that the volume of wheat trade came to 55
rgAg/io
or 56 million tonnes, amounting to an increase of some 4 :il lion tannes o','e:l the ;ceason
This growth in the world market redounded solely to the United States, Canada and Australia,
which were able to boost their exports to the largest commercial markets of West Europe,
and to Japan and the developing countries. This made for firm world market prices, well
above the previous year's levels, wtrile ttre wtreat stocks of the exporting countries were
very much reduced.
In consequence of the increased needs of East and West European countri.es, as well
as Japan, world trade i.n feed grains in L97O/7L attained the record volume of.44 million
torurcs, exceeding the previous year's level by 5.4 milllon tonnes, and necessitating
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increased recourse both to stocks and to feed wheat. With imports in encess of 15 million
tonnes, the Community emerged as a major purchaser. Such a pattern led inevitably to
strong upward pressure on world market prices.
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Pri.ces
Cereals prices fixed in the Communiry for the season 1969/70 remained unchanged
during the L970/71 season.
With a smaller crop and increased demand, market prices in all Member States
and for all cereals moved well above intervention prices. In West Germany however
prices were lower than in the previous two seasons, by reason of lowered intervention
prices following the revahntion of the DM in 1969.
Producer prices, except in the case of bread grains i.nWest Germany, were all
higher than the previous year.
II. Outlook for the 1971/72 and 1972/73 seasons
The 1971 cereals crop has once again ralsed the problem of Communiry surpluses.
With a total of 76.7 milli.on tonnes, production was 97o in excess of the previous record
of L969. This resulted almost entirely from the improvement in yield per heotare in all
Member States and for all cereals. In coming years, because of improved cultural
techniques and increased recourse to the most productive varieties, we must expect
further improvements in uni.t yields. Peaks recorded in some areas indicate that we
have yet to reach the ultimate in yields, but at the same time improvement
in qualiry does not invariably follow quantitative increases.
Soft wheat produition showed the largest increase (* 4 million tonnes), which
meant that, despite the 2%increase in intervention price, market prices nonetheless
in the first 8 months of the L97L/72 season settled below the pr.evious year's level in
most Member States, and also failed to realise hopes that producers' I€turns would
improve. Rising prices on the French wheat market could be ascribed exclusively to
the effects of the denaluation, and the expressing of intewention prices in French francs,
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so that, after August L, L971, these were fully adjusted to common price levels and,
leading, in the case of wheat, to a supplementary rise of. over 9/s.
With barley, the L97L/72 season began with very low market prices, at times
lower than the intervention price. Although producti.on increased by
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over 2 millionbnnes corqpa.red with the previous year, demand remained very
weak during the harvest. Moreover, the unfavourable price sihration for barley
compared with maize and the deterioration in its competitive position as a result,
both had deleterious effects. The fact that by mid-September l97l market prices
had firmed up, subsequently to move well above intervention price, stemmed
solely from heavy demand in a number of third countries, making for an
unexpected stabilization of the barley m.arket. Not only maize, but also surplus
soft wheat benefited from this turn of events, to the extent that a denaturing
volume of 3.6 million tons seems likely once again.
The size of the cereals crop compelled the intervention authorities
to stock a quantity of cereals which by April 7972was well in excess of the tonnage
of the entire 1969/70 season. As far as barley was concerned, there was a particularly
large proportion of winter barley, the minimal required quality of which always
provides a strong motive for intervention. Up to the present, the quantities subjected
to intervention amount toalmost IS/sof the entire crop. Again, it was borne out
once more that scope for intervention on this cereal right from the first month of
the season makes for a very quiescent storage and marketing situation; almost
all purchases of winter barley by the intervention organisms must have taken place
during the first two months. As regards rye, the major intervention previously
occurring continued. The increase for breadmaking rye, envisaged in Community
regulations, had to be implemented to the amount of 113,000 tons (previous year:
39r000 tonnes). The main causes behind this persistence of the problem were the
unfavourable price differential as betrveen rye and forage crops, and a
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reg1onalization of intervention prices which does not take proper account of the
market sihration.
By virtue of healthy export demand, some 650,000 tons of
intervention barlev were in face marketed. 340,000 tons of wheat were sold,
most of which was delivered as food aid. It was only possible to sell 80,000
tons of breadmaking rye on the German market, however, by granting a transport
subsidy.
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Intervention stocks as held at April Llth, L972 by the intervention
authorities totalled 1.98 million tonnes of cereals, compared with 1.24 million
tonnes in April 197I.
In the 197L/72 season, we may expect considerable progress in
intra-Community trade. At the end of February, quantities delivered came to
a total of 5.6 million tonnes, compared with 3.6 million tonnes during the same
period of the previous year. For the first time since a common market
orpnization came into force, sizeable quantities of soft wheat could be sold by
France to Italy, where market prices settled at just abut threshold price level.
The highest rate of growth was recorded for deliveries of French
maize which, at the end of February, totalled almost 2 million tonnes, or slightly
more than the L97O/71totai. Reasons for this should be sought not only in offers
at prices more keen than those for third country products, or in the strong growth
of production in the Northern Loire area, hrt also structural improvements in the
export trade in the productive regions of Northern France.
As the main effort in maize marketing effort shifted more towards
the Community market, exports to third countries fell; they totalled only about 209,000
tonnes in Febnuary. On the other hand, exports to third countri€s of soft wheat and
barley, having fallen back during the LITO(71 season to a considerable extent, now
moved upvards again. All in alL, *le current season should see exports of soft
wheat (including food aid) reach 5 million tonnds, and those of barley perhaps
3 million tonnes. This estimate takes account of the fact that, under the trade
agreement concluded on February 4th. , L972 with the United States, the Community
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undertookto increase its normal carryover stocks of 2.4 milliorr tonnes b[r 1.5
million tonnes of wheat, and to operate the restitution system until the end of the
season, so as to obviate any alteration of trading flows in its favour.
The heavy yield of the Community's own harvest, the declining
need for feed grains and increases in imports of substitute products all
occasioned a faIl in imports from third countries compared with L970/7L. In
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February 1972, these totalled some 9.7 milli.on tonnes (L2.7 million the previous year),
and were still I million tonnes or more higher than the level during the equivalent
period of the 1969/70 season. Importers were undoubtedly more caltrious because of
the import tax, linked with monetaqF problems, and by the reduction to 30 days of the
validity period for import licences, although these factors had no really decisive effect
on the overall result.
At the outset, forecasts for world market movements in cereals in L97l/72
wer€ vely unpromi.sing. However, increases in areas under cultivation (Uni.ted States,
Cpnada), increases in yields per hectare (West Europe), and the widening use of high-
yield strains (Near East and Far East) combined in the wtreat sector to achieve a record
level estimated provisionally as some 340 million tonnes.
In the major exporting countries, production of feed grains also far exceeded
the results of the previous year, btn especially in the case of the record maize crop
(141 million tonnes) obtained in the United States, which was the dominant factor here.
Again, the favourable trend shown in supply was occasioned largely by the hearry
purchases of cereals by the U.S.S.R. from Canada (3.5 mi.llion tonnes of wheat) and from
the United States (2.03 milliontonnes of maize, 0.6 milliontonnes of barley, and 0.3
million tonnes of oats), and the sale of. 3.2 million tonnes of wheat by Canada to China.
In spite of these major sales, the world cer"eals trade failed to eqr:al the prerrious
year's high levels in L97L/72, to the extent that a further increase in carryover stocks
may be enpected.
According to the as yet incomplete information at hand, all Member States of the
Community in 1972 er(cept Italy showed an increase in cultirnation of winter cereals, due
to an overall increase ot L97o in the area under winter barley.
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On the whole, winter sowlngs were deemed very good.
Spring seedings were held up by excessive humidity in Fbanee and, Italy1 but
were made veq/ early in Germany and the Benehur countries under :fiavourable climatic
conditions. In Germany, the area under spring cereals was probably larger than the
previous year. In France, a diminrtion is er(pectd for spring barley, but an increase
for maize.
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2. Rice (1)
L. Season lW0/7L
Supply situation
In spite of a modest increase (of about I7o) in areas sown (194,000 ha),
production (at728,000 tonnes of husked rice) was lower than in the previous
season,as the result of unfavourable climatic conditions (table l/2/r).
The supply Late (1347d was lower than that for the 1969/70 season (14970),
bnt nevertheless remai.ned at a higfr level (table l/2/6),
Consumption per capita, noticeably in decline between 1968/ 69 and L969/70
6rom 2 .2 kg to 1.7 kg) now stands at 1.6 kg. This drop can be ascribed in the mai.n
to growing consumer preference for protein over starch.
Trade (2)
Imports into the Community, having fallen in L969/7O (227 ,OOO tonnes), r?so
slightly in 1970/7L to reach 239,000 tonnes.
At the same time exports fell appreci.ably from 492,A00 tonnes in L969/70,
to 365,000 tonnes in L%O/7L.
Intta-Community trade showed some improvement (at 105,000 tonnes
compared with 90,000 tonnes the previous season), most of thi.s being in the form
of round-grain rice.
World market situation
The world market situation conttnued to deteriorate i.n L970/7L. Supply was
abundant, and an increase in the volume of world trade could only be achieved at
the expense of steadily falling prices. Hence the value of rice on established E.E.C.
export markets came to only about 4Vo ot the no rmal price i,n the E . E . C .
(f) see tabtes D/z.L to D/2.6 in Annex, part 1.(2) Above eomments are ba,sed. on pr.ovislonaL d.ata only.
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Such exports as had to be made could only be effected by
applying restitutions calculated to deal with the fairly slack supply situation
with competitors. There were several instances in which the level of supply
was such that too high a rate of reetitution might have negated the economic
advantages of the exercise. When these circumstances arose, Iro restitution
was fixed.
Prices
On average throughout the 1970/71 season' except at the very
beginning and the end, prices on the home market settled at intervention price.
Deliveries into intervention reached a maximum equivalerrt to 6/o
of the crop, and intervention stocks were cut by the end of the season,
followingwithdrawals for sale, to l.5To of the crop.
World market prices settled at a level some |2/olower than that
of the 1969/70 season' which itself was quite low.
II. Outlook for the 1971/72 season
Areas sown in the spring of 1971 were slightly larger (about
196!000 ha), and production (778,000 tonnes) on the basis of provisional
figures, appears to have been higher than that of the 1970 harvest (727,OOO tonnes),
albeit remaining lower than in 1969 (766,000 tonnes).
Bearing in mind technical limitations in cultivation, these figures
seem unlikely to vary greatly during the coming seasons, unless production is
widened to cover margf.nally cultivable areas.
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Intra-Community trade is unlikely to undergo major changes, and
should settle at quantities between 105,000 tonnes and 115,000 tonnes.
Imports from third countries may decline by a feny thousand
tonnes, as Community long rice looks like being able to satisfy the tastes of the
Northern states of the E. E. C. This means that the total quantity imported in
r97r/72 should come to around 230,000 tonnes, as against 239,000 tonnes in
t97O/71.
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Exports will probably settle at a sligltly lower level than that of the L97O/7L
season, as a result of some slight rise in i.ntra-Community trade resulting ftom
improvements to Commgnity regulations as from September 1st, 191/1'
Market prices have settled at a sati.sfactory level, having at times attained 5-6%
above intervention Price.
Intel:\rention deliveries should be srnaller in quantity than those of the L97O/71
season. In April 1972 no rice was subject to inteflention.
Special measures adoPted
Commrmity regulations in the season l97l/72 wel€ subjected' to some decisive
innovatory modifications,
The most important of these included the widening of the ma:rgin between
interventi.on price and the theoreti.cal indicator price at point of production; the revision
of processing costs; the revision of co:recltive amounts both at i.nte:rvention and for
imports; the establishment of four threshoid prices, t'wo for husked rice, both round
and long, and two for polished rice, both {ound and long'
The basic objective was to improvd the fluidity of trade within the Community,
and to revise price relationships as betwebn the various grades of ::ice inside the
Community and on the world market, in o4der to take account of trends emergi'ng since
1967 / 68.
As from the l97l/72 season, it waB agreed to include rice lvithin the food aid
programme. One operation (43,000 tonnep of round husked rice) h:rs already been carried
out in favour of Bengali refugees.
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3. Sugar (1)
1. Season 1970/71
Supply situation
At Community Ievel, areas under beet have remained on the whole
constant during recent years. In terms of Member states, increased areas of
cultivation in France were offset by a reduction in areas in Italy. Compared
with averages for recent years, yields per hectare continued to rise. In the
French overseas departments, unfavourable climatls conditions made for
reduced yields and lower output of cane sugar.
Since the common market organization for sugar came into effect,
basic quotas have totalled 6,480,000 tonnes. With the exception of Italy and
the French overseas depa.rtments, basic quotas have generally always been met
in the community. Moreover, production between the basic quota and the maximum
quota, and hence qualifying for production levies was considerable (some 700'000
tonnes in 1970/71). In l97O/7L production in excess of the maximum quota came
to 107,000 tonnes in the Netherlands, and 18,000 tonnes in France, this having
to be marketed outside the Community at the expense of these countries. Total
output in the season l97O/7I came to 7,055,000 tonnes (compared with 7,434,000
tonnes in 1969/70).
Consumption of sugar for human purposes has increased steadily in
recent years throughout the Community, and is now very close to the sum of the
basic quotas already mentioned. We can moreover expect some increase in
b
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consumption in Italy, where per capita consumption is sti.Il
somewhat Iow. Consumption of sugar for animal feeding use is
becoming increasingly confined to agriculture. As far as the
chemicals industry is concerned, consumption now)totals some
60,000 tonnes per annum or so. The Community's self-srufficiency
ratio has stood at between 113 and L22% since L968/69.
(l) See tables D/3.1 to D/3.7 in Annex, part 1.
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Trade
Intra-Community trade continued to expand. Imports into Germany of refined
sugar from third countries were con-fined almost exclusively to purchases from the
G.D.R. There was a very marked ri e in deliveries by Member States to ltaly. The
main refined sugar exporting countri.es were France and Belgium.
World market sinration
The world market si.tuation grew steadily more balanced during ttre 1970/71 sugar
season. Prices showed a definite rise compared with previous years. The world sugar
situation for L97O/71 was marked by production at a level below expected demand. In
connection with this, stocks at the end of season scarcely covered 25/sof. anticipated
demand, this percen@ge frequently being adduced as an i.ndicator of the balance benveen
supply and demand. Available estimates as co the world market situation in 1971/72
suggest that there will be net demand surplus. The theoretical prodpect of disequilibrium
seems overall to be borne out by price trends to date.
Prices
Prices fixed under the common market organization for sugar remained unchanged.
up to the end of the 1970/71 season. In the Northern part of the Community, beet farmers
received 17 uni.ts of account a tonne for what was produced within the basic quota. In the
amount produced between basic and maximum quota, both beet farmers and sugar
manufacturers had at first to bear the maximum amount of the levy. Disposal of surpluses
on the world market then developed well, and it was later possible to set the level of the
levy somewhat lower. The difference was reimbursed to those concerned in conformiry
with Community rules. Ex-factory sugar prices remained for the first part at intervention
price level in the main surplus areas, Prices in other areas were at times higher. France
was the only country to experience sales to the intervention authorities.
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III. Outlook for l97l/72
Areas under sugar beet cultivation in the spring of.l97I
increased moderately in France. As the result of record unit yields, production
inl97L/72 totalled almost 8.1 million tonnes (as against 7.05 million tonnes in
L97A/71r, some 1.3 million tons of which came within the portion of production
falling between the basic quota and the maximum quota, with another 620,000
tonnes in excess of the maximum quota. Since during the current season world
market prices have continued tobllow a firm upvard trend, it can be expected
that the financial cost of disposing of the sugar :ec:milgwithin the maximum
quotas on the world market will be lower than during the previous season. Some
of the levies already raised from producers could thus very well be reimbursed
to those concerned: for the first time since the common market organization
came into effecJ, Community resources set aside for the disposal of sugar
surpluses will probably be fully accounted for by the industry.
At the start of the l97l/72 season, sugar prices set under the
common market organization were improved, hrt notrthose of sugar beet. Taking
account of an increase in standard quality and a lower base price for molasses,
the real increase in the intervention pricewas 0.76ld',a" per 100 kgof white
sugar. Sugar prices on the Community market remained at intervention price
level in the main surplus areas. In consequence of the world market situation,
it was on occasion possible to fetch good prices for the quantities produced in
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excess of the maximum quota. Consumption of sugar for human
foods continued to increase.
Initial estimates of areas under sugar beet cultivation in
1972 show slight increases in all Member States. The most marked rises
appear for the Benelux countries (5 to 870), followed by France (5/e).
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4. Olive oi1 (1)
L. Season 1970/L971
Supply situation
As indicated in the 1971 agricultural situation report for the E.E.C., th€
Commi.ssion decided to contend with the difficulties encountered in establishing
an overall balance sheet for olive oil by intensifying its study of the problem. The
conclusions reached in the course of this study are dealt with in a separate report.
Production
Requests for aid in favour of pressed and solvent-recovered oil covered:
- 460,000 tonnes approximately in ltaLy;
- 450 tonnes approximately in France.
By way of information, it may be pointed out that the provisional account
dr:awn up by the International Oil Council shows that production of these oils during
the season in question amounted to some 428,000 tonnes in Italy and 600 tonnes in
France.
Trade
Imports from third countries came to some 2O2,000 tonnes; this figure exceeds
by some 50,000tonnes the recordimport lerrel recorded in the previous season. The
average level of imports during the past four seasons has been around i00,000 tonnes.
Such a major increase in quantities of imported oil is due in particular to
rising Italian imports (I73,000 tonnes compared with 133,000 in the previous season)
and French imports (25,000 tonnes as against 18,000 tonnes in the previous season).
Spain was the main supplier.
lntra-Community trade, fairly weak in the past three seasons, found new
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vigour, showing a net increasg in volume, although still rel,atively unlmportant (8,000
tonnes compa.red with 4,000 tonnes in the prodogs season). Exports of olive oil to
thid countries came to some 16,000 tonnes.
(1) See tables D/4.I to D/4.8 in Annex, pafr l.
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Consumption
Increased consumption, reported by those in the industry in Italy for the 1969/70
season, appears to have continued during the L97O/71 season, chiefly by vtrtue of the
favourable position enjoyed by olive oil in terms of i.ts price relationship to oilseeds.
Steady growth in consumpti.on can be discerned in recent years in France,
Germany and the Netherlands, although consumption of this product in the Netherlands
and Germany remains of little account.
Carry-over stocks
Price trends on tre Italian market, especially during the initial months of the
L97L/72 season, and in spite of the size of the crop reported, seem to indicate that
stocks in Italy at the end of the L97O/71 season should be just about of the requisite
size to cope with consumption needs during the bri.dging period between two seasons.
For France, carry-over stocks are of very moderate size.
Price trends
Prices for the various gndes of olive oil tended to grow flrmer and as during
the L969/70 season, for some qualities and for some months of the season especially,
prices were seen to move above the market indicator price for the gpades in question.
This was especially tnre for "typel' quality, production not having been large,
which enjoyed very high, occasionally nominal quotations.
Conversely, with abundant quantities produced, the market for htgtily reflned
"lamp" grades was very active. During the season, average current prices for this
were around the market indicator price calculated for the same.
On the world market, prices for the various grades of olive oil remained
consistently high, and occasionally even topped the threshold price.
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Supply sinration
Co**unity 
-art"t
Information so far available consists of:
a) production estimate drawn up by the International Oil Council giving
about 460,000 tonnes in Italy and 3,000 tonnes in France;
b) applications for import licences which by February 1972 amountfi to
about 40,000 tonnes (of which ltaLy 24,000 tonnes and France 14,000);
c) applications for export licences which by February L972 amounted to
about 5r000 tonnes (of which Italy 3,200 tonnes and France I,300 tonnes).
World market
As far as the distribution of available supplies of olive oil is concerned,
Spain which is normally the principal exporting country, is practically out of
the market due to the poor level of production. On the other hand, Tunisia,
which had a very good harvest, is in a position to offer considerable quantities
of oil (to the order of 100 - L20,000 tonnes) on the world market. Morocco is
also on the market but for very much smaller quantities than those offered by
Tunisia.
Price trends
As a result of the poor level of supplies prices on the world market have increased
considerably, especially from the beginning of L972. Prices are still very high
at present (April 1972), Similar trends are evident on the Community market,
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In fact, prices for the different oils on the Italian producer market have
been at a high level right from the start of the oil season. At present (April
1972) prices for all qualities exceed the calculated target price for the
rcspective qualities at this point in the season - in some cases the difference
is quite considerable. It should also be remembered that the Council of
Ministers increased the common prices applicable for the current season by
an even amount of 3.SUA/f 00 kg
Taking into a.ccou.nlthe above it is to be expected that oil prices will remain
at a high level on both the world and Community markets during the season.
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5. Oilseeds (1)
Ll970/1971 season
Supply situation
Production
Information regarding production was given in the preceding report.
All prOdUCtion WaS i;ir"l::tei. ?ref^r: 1|l :r{ ^f tha :t:n?tt. The :nl-:, crrrltit',r
offered for purchase by the intenrention authorities was 700 tonnes of rapeseed in
Germany.
Consumption
Available supplies of rapeseed oil in L970/7 L amounted to 362,000 tonnes
against 293,000 tonnes in 1969/7A and 323,000 tonnes Ln 7968/ 69. Most of this oil
resulted from EEC crushings, with imported oil representing only a negligible
quantity. There was a considerable incr.ease in Communtty production of rapeseed
oil from 285,000 tonnes in L969/7O to 444,000 tonnes in L97O/7L.
In spite of the increase in crushings of rapeseed of Community origin
cnrshings of imported seed increased even more sharply. This latter quantity rose
from 109,000 tonnes of seed in L969/70 to 455,000 tonnes in L97O/7L so that imported
seed represented 40 per cent of total rapeseed cmshed in the Community.
Available supplies of sunflower seed oil fell from 340,000 tonnes in 1969/70
to 290,000 tonnes in I%O/ 7I, the same level as in bnth L967 / 68 and L968/ 69. The
Community is sti.ll mainly dependent on imports rdrich consist of seeds as well as
oil. Imports of seed, however, declined from 258,000 torules in 1969/70 to 172,000
tonnes in L97O/7L.
(l) See tables D/5.L to D/5.7 in the appendix, Part 1.
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Trade
Intra-Community trade
Intra-Community trade in rapeseed continued to increase in L970/7L, reaching
234,40L tonnes comparedwith 195,013 tonnes duringthe preceding s@son. This
increase is due almost entirely to Italy whose purchases rose from L43,989 tonnes
in L969/70 to 214,302 tonnes in L97O/71.
Trade with third countries
Community imports of rapeseed increased considerably duringthe L97O/7L
season , to 445,801 tonnes against 109,316 tonnes n L969/70 and209,472 tonnes in
L968/69. In contrast sunflower seed imports fell to L74,442 tonnes in L97O/7L
compared with282,291 tonnes in L968/ 69 and 259,000 tonnes in L969/70.
Prices
Information on prices was grven in the preceding reporr.
TI,L97I/72 season
Supply situation
Production of rapeseed and turnip rapeseed tn L97L reached a level of 889,200
tonnes against 806,000 tonnes in 1970 and 438,800 tonnes in 1966, the last year before
the introductton of a common marketi.ng regulati.on. The tpward trend in production,
noted since L966, thus continued in I97L. However, this increase was not due as in
earlier years to an expansion in area but to hi.gher yields.
Rapeseed yields in l97l were in fact the highest since L967.. Since a sligtrt
decrease in the French rapeseed area was only partially compensated by an expansion
in Germany this meant a sliglrt reductlon in the total Community rapeseed area.
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Production of sunflowerseed in 1977 (88,700 tonnes) was appreciably higher
rhan in 1970 (56,800 tonnes) and 1969 (34,500 tonnes), Marketing of crops has
proceeded normally for both rapeseed and sunflowerseed. Up to mid-May no
seeds had been offered for intervention.
Consumption
The general tendencies noted in 1970/7L continued in the first half of
the l97l/72 season. A comparison with the corresponding period of the preceding
season shows a marked increase in available quantities of rapeseed oil from
2001000 to 286,000 tonnes. For sunflowerseed oil a comparison with the
prdceding season shows a decrease in both available supplies of oil as well as
seed imports.
Trade
Intra-Community trade
During the first half of the 7971/72 season intra-Community trade in
rapeseed amounted to 136,181 tonnes against 94,487 tonnes during the same
period of the I97O/7L season. This increase is entirely due to Italy whose
imports increased from 82,899 to 125,651 tonnes.
Trade with third countries
The upward tendency in imports of rapeseed from thirc' e::rliier, ncterl
during the L970/71 season, continuedduring the first half of the 197I/72 season.
Compared with the same period of the l97O/71 season these imports almost
doubled, rising from 123,000 to 239,000 tonnes.
On the other hand. imports of sunflorn'erseed feel; during the first half
of the 1971/72 season thev amo-nted. to 59r000 tonnes against l17roCO tonnes
during tb,e corresponding p,eriod of the I97O/71 season.
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Situation on the world market
The situation on the world rapeseed market in I97I/72 was marked by the
significant increase (+ 35 per cent) in the Canadian crop from 1,600,000 tonnes in
L970 to 2,200,000 tonnes in I97I, which strengthened Canada's position as the
world's leading exporter of rapeseed. World production during these two years
rose from 7 , 000, 000 to 7 , 800 , 000 tennes . It should, however, be remembered
that the development of world rapeseed prices is also influenced bv the production and
available supplies of other oilseeds.
Prices
Prices of Community seed
Prices in France, the principal rapeseed producer, at the beginning of the
197I/72 season were between 0.70 and I.30 UA above the intervention price. Prices
fell during September and October L97l but subsequently recoverecl and settled between
0.40 and 1.00 UA above the intervention price.
Prices of imported seed
During the I97I/72 season world prices cie Rotterdam for r:apeseed were
relatively low compared with the ),97O/71 season. Priccs began the season at 14
dollars/100 kg. They then fel1 to t2 dollars/100 kg during the second half of September.
In subsequent months prices fluctuated between 12 and 13 dollars/100 kgto reacha low
of 11.25 dollars at the bBginn,i.ng of January I972. Prices subsequently increased
steadily to 13.5,dollarE in the course of the second half of April L972 .
III Outiook for the I972/73 season
The French rape area in 1972is estimated at 310,500ha against the final figure
for 1971 of 316,500ha. A slight decrease from 94,700ha inL9TIto 92,000ha is also
forecagt irl Germany.
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In view of the slight reduction in area in these two countries who
supply more than 95 per cent of community production of rapeseed,
and considering ir is most unlikely that 1972 yields will equal the
high level attained in l97l community production of rapeseed in
7972/73 is expected to fall below that this season.
canadian rapeseed growers' planting intentions published on March 15,
7972 reveal a sharp reduction. The sown area for rapeseed in 1972
could be 37 per cent less than that harvested in 197L.
Cotton seed (797L/1972 season)
The decline in the cotton area noted for some years in Italy, the sole
producing country of the Community, was halted in 1971 with the area reaching
5,200 hectares compared wirh 4,800 in 1970. This trend can probably be
mostly attributed to the grant of subsidies as from the r97L/72 season.
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6. Flax and hemp, silk\fforms (l)
A. Flax and hemp
I I970/7L season
Supply situation - Production
Information relating to production was given in the preceding report.
Trade
Trade in straw flax is limited to imports by Belgium from France and the
Netherlands. Dr::ir:g the L97O/71 season these imports amounted to
51,700 tonnes against 81, 900 tonnes in 1969/70.
There is no trade in hemp straw since it is processed in the production
regions.
Exports of flax fibres to third countries showed a marked decrease in
theI}TO/71 season: they feIl to 39,600 tonnes against 50'800 tonnes in
1969/7O. Hemp exports reached 2,000 tonnes against 1,200 tonnes in
t969/7O.
On the other hand, imports from third countries of both flax and hemp
fibres increased sharply. Respective figures were 29r 500 tonnes and
18r400 tonnes against L7,4OO tonnes and 11,200 tonnes in the preceding
season.
Prices
In accordance with the provisions laid down therein member states
appllring EEC regulation \lo 1523/71 regularlJ' tranernit quotations
for fl-a.x fibres.
I{owever, since these data are on1-y a.vaiLp-ble frorn Sep*enher 1971 the
movement of priees can be fol-lowed only from that d-ate.
(f) See tables D/6J to n/6.7 in the appenrl.ix, part il.
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II 1971/72 season
Supply situation - Production
Sowings of textile flax in the Community had fallen to 51, 600 hectces in 1970 bft
in 1971 they rose again to 63,900 hectares, thus almost equallingthe area in 1969and
1968.
On the basis of yields obtained by the SOEC the production of fibres would be
47,800 tonnes in 1971 against 46,900 tonnes in 1970. However, the average yield
quoted to 750 kg of fibres per hectare is clearly underestimated.
On the basis of estimated yields advised by Member States in accordance with
Community regulations the Community flax harvest in 1971 yielded 116,600 tonnes
of fibres representing an average yield of 1,775 kg
In f970 the professional organisations had put the average fibre yield at 1,100 kg,
which gave a fibre production of 56,500 tonnes.
According to information provided by Member States 2,385 hectares of flax for
linseed oil production were planted in l97l with a yield of I 385 kg per hectare, which
gpves a seed production of 3,300 tonnes.
Since the production of linseed from textilc flax can be estimated, according to data
provided by Member States, at 39,400 tonncs, Courrnunity production of linseed in
I97l can be put at 42,700 tonnes.
There was a further decline for textile hcmp. According to information provided by
the French authorities the area of paper hemp in that country reached 4,350 hectares
in 1971.
7'
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Trade
No satistical data regarding trade during the l97l/72 season are
available.
Prices
Since the autumn of l97l rising quotations have been noted for all types of fibres.
This is due to the fact that on the one hand the insufficient supply of fibres from the
1970 meant the absorntion of fibre stocks and on the other demand was sufficient
to absorb fibres from the 1971 harvest as and when thev became available on the
market.
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No quotations for hemp fibres are available.
Prices for linseed which had fallen to a very low level recovered following an
improvement in the situation for this product on the world market.
III Estimates for the 1972/73 season
Estimates made by the professional organisations on sowings for 1972 are as
follows:
- textile flax: 57,000 hectares
- linseed oil: 500 to 600 hectares
- textile hemp: 600 to 700 hectares
- paper hemp: 4,300 hectares
Regarding textile flax the following data should be noted: (the following estimates
replace those given in the last report).
Initial stocks: 62,400 tonnes
Assuming a stabilisation in demand this should reach I17,5OO tonnes
Estimated intake is 99,800 tonnes of which 20,000 tonnes from third countries and
79,800 tonnes (57,000 ha at 1,400 ks/ha) from the communitt's 1972 harvesr.
Consequently a rise of. 17,700 tonnes is indicated in stocks, givingfinal stocks
of 44,700 tonnes.
IV Estimates for the 1972173 season (1)
Initial stocks: 44,700 tonnes.
Assuming a stabilisation in both requirements (117r500 tonnes) and in imports
(20,000 tonnes) the necessary intake offibres from the 1973 should reach
97,500 tonnes.
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Regarding hemp it should be noted that contrary to the situation for paper hemp
considerable difficulties are being met in maintaining the production of
textile hemp.
(f ) In accordance with the provisions of article 4, parapraph 2 of (EEC)
regulation No f 308/70
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Silkrvorms
The raising of silhlorms in the Communify is virtually limited to ltaly.
The decline in this sector which has been evident now for some years continued
in 1971. During that year about 2f 000 boxes of silklvorm eggs were set in ltaly,
which yielded 750 tonnes of cocoons.
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7. Milk and dairy products (1)
1. I97I/72 season
Supply situation
Milk production
The trend observed in the course of the two preceding years continued in
I97L. Both the number of dairy cows and the production of milk again fell slightly.
During the early months of the year deliveries to the dairies stayed at practically
the same level as during the preceding year but recovered sharply during the
second half, particularly towards the end of the year, so that the final figure for
l97l ts expected to be higher.
In L97I milk production which u,as of the order of 73 million tonnes e:rceeded
consumption by some 4 million tonnes, sales of milk and dairy products at market
prices within the Community accounting for only about 69 million tonnes. About
3.5 million tonnes of milk were expofted to third countries in the form of various
dairyproducts and some 0.5 million tonnes supplied in the form of "butter oil" and
skimmed milk powder under the world food aid proga'alhme.
Butter
The downward trend in butter production continued In L97L. Since 1968 - the
year when it reached its highest level to date - Community production has fallen by
a$lut 50 000 tormes per annum. Consumpti.on, howe\rer, declined even more sharply
during the reftrence period so that production again exceeded consumption at mar{<et
prices to the tune of aborf 170 000 tonnes.
(1) see tables D/7.L toD/7.9 in the appendix, part l.
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In spite of the magnitude of this excess of production stocks again fell
slightly for exports almost reached the high level of the previous year ( 180 000
tonnes).
The si,tuation on the world market completely changed in 797I. Butter
prices rose from 50-55 IJA per 100 kg to about 120 UA per 100 kg towards the
end of the year. The production of br.tter fell too in certain major exporting
countries outside the Commwrity, and several state trading cou4tries were obliged
to import. In the face of this situation dre United Kingdom, which is the leading
importing country, suspended the impoft quota system in force for nearly ten years.
Ski.mmed milk powder
Her.e too production continued to fall. The principa.l reasons for thi.s trend
are a decrease in the quantity of skimmed milk resnlting from the manufrcture of
butter and increased demand for milk for the manufacture of cheese and casein.
No reliable statistics regarding consumption are yet available. Nevertheless,
there is good reason to believe that sales for calf feeding decli.ned for the frrst time.
This siruation can probably be explained by the general rise in the price of skimmed
milk powder in the Communi.ty. Production again exceeded consumption by about
100 000 tonnes. Nevertheless, the sustained level of er(ports brought a decline in
stocks and forced the Community to put a brake on ei(ports.
Cheese
Both production and consumption of cheese showed an increase of the order of
60 000 to 70 000 tonnes. Trends in intra-Community trade conttnued favourably,
In sptte of the volume of productton no difficulties were experienced on the cheese
market.
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The increase in consumption noted for some years continued witr sligfitly rising
prices. So there was still no need for intervention on this market in 197I.
Preserved milk products
The production and consumpti.on of condensed milk have hardly varied for
some years. For some years the slight decline in per capita consumption and
the stagnation i.n exports to third countries have deterred any expansion in
Commurity production.
Taking into account about 35 000 tormes of partially skimmed milk powder
manufactur.ed for export, there was an increase in the output of whole milk powder.
Under the international agreement on minimum prices the export price for whole
milk powder has been fixed at 55 UA/100 kg FOB. Actual prices ottaining on the
world market, however, have been appreciably higher.
The situation for casein recovered in L97I after some years of poor
production. Imports were less than in L97A and exports higher. Casein prices
increased appreciably both in the Community and on the world market as had been
the case for skimmed milk powder.
Support measures and milk producer prices
The common target pri.ce for milk with a 3.Uo fat content delivered dairy
was raisedfipm 10.3 UA to 10.9 tlA per l00kg(+ 5.8To) as fromApril I l97l and
Srom 10.9 UA to IL.7 UA per 100 kg (+ 8%) as from April 1 L972.
Interrrention prices for butter, skimmed milk powder and certain varieties of
Italian cheese and the subsidies granted for skimmed milk and skimmed milk powder
for anlmal feeding welre consequently adjusted on each occasion.
In 1971. purchases of butter at the intervention price amounted to only 50 000
tonnes, i.e. about 200 O0O tonnes less than in 1970. On the other hand. private
stoek of butter and. crean (nearly 1?o oo0 tonnes) increased. by about 35 ooo
tonnes eompared. with the prcced.ing year.
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Intervention purchases of skimmed milk powder were limited:
only some 17r000 tonnes were taken in by the intervention organisations in
I97T.
Milk producer prices in l97l developed favourably in all member
states; the increase expressed in national currency, varied according to
country (table D/7.6)
II
In f970 and especially in l97l the situation for dairy products
completely changed on both the world market and in the Community. Following
the decline in milk production in nearly all parts of the world and measures
taken to promote sales the massive stocks of hrtter and skimmed milk powder
wete reduced. At the same time market prices for all products reached
hitherto unknown levels during the l97L/72 winter.
But at the beginning of 1972 a reversal in trend became evident in the
Community as well as in other major dairy producing countries. The high prices
brought a marked fall in the consumption of butter and at the same time
stimulated milk production. It should, however, be noted that the dairy herd
has not increased and that the growth rate for production is due solely to higher
yields per cow.
This can no doubt be explained mainly by the growing consumption of
concentrates. (oilcake). Whereas during the 5O's the return from nearly 2 kg
of milk was necessary for the prchase of a kilo of soya meal, since the
devaluation of the dollar, the revaluation of various European currencies and the
-7la-
rise in milk prices the return from,Just over a kilo of milk is sufficient.
This factor runs the risk, especially in the longer term, of creating a
nery sinration which would force us to reconsider present views on the development
of production and the consumption of milk and dairy products.
The rapid build up of h.rtter stocks (more than 100,000 tonnes in
mid Aprit) presages new marketing difficulties in the L972/73 dairy season,
for this product at least.
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8. Beef and veal (l)
t TtS_y"ufl2zt_
Supply situation
Development of thacattle herd
According to census taken in Member States at the end of 1970
the Community's cattle herd was estimated at 51,311,100 head, which
represented a decline of 2.1%. The number of cows declined W 3.67o,
the number of heifers of a year and more W 0.5% and of animals younger
than a year bry O.L%; beef animals of a yelr and over (+3.070, and young
caftle intended for slaughter before the age of 6 months (+9.4/s) showed
increases.
Accoding to provisional figures recorded at the end of l97l in Member States
of the Community the total herd had meanwhile decreased by l.l/sot
577,400; the total number of cows was down by l.AToor 298,300 and that
of young animals of less than t2 months intended for rearing$ 2.2/sor
223,800 head. The number of beef animals had fallen by 0.37o or 15,700 head.
Development of production and consumption
In 5 Member States slaughtering of home produced fat cattle increased in 1971
W 4.27o; on the other hand, calf sl.aughterings decreased W l.Sfla
In Italy total slaughterings of fat cattle and calves appear to have fatten by
8'47o
Community production of beef and veal (carcase weight, fat included) increased
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by 1.37o in 1971. This increase, which was particularly sharp in France, was
most marked during the first half of 1971. However allowing for the seasonal
development in production the growth rate weakened considerably during the
second half of l97l and the early months of. 1972.
Beef and veal consumption increased by only 2%, a rate common for all countries
of the Community.
(l) see tables D/8.1to D/8.11 in the appendex, part I
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The degree of self-suffictency for the Community has been quite stable from
1968 to L97 l; in L97 L this rate vras 89 . 4%. The 197 I deficit amounted to
522 943 tonnes.
Trade
Intra-Community trade, which had been maintatned at the same level from
1968 to 7970, increased by more than L5%in 197L. This increase was the result
of an expansion in trade between France and ltaly, the latter having imported more
live fat cattle as well as more fresh and chi.lled beef.
Imports of beef and veal from thi.rd countries in 1971 differed little from
those in 1970 either from the point of view of quantity or from the list of countries
of ori.gi.n. Exports to third countries in I97l which were likewise muctr as the
same as [n 1970 consisted for the most part of lots of frozen meat for the Uni.ted
Kingdom and Greece.
Prices
Prices of fat cattle on the Comrnunity market increased sharply in I%I/72
compared with 1970/7 L (+ 5 .207 UA or + 7 .67d. Prices for calves on the Communiry
market increased W 4.957 UA per 100 kg li.veweight or + 4.7%. The increase in
prlces took place mairily at the end of 1971 and the beginning of L972. For fat
cattle the advance over the corresponding period of 1970/7I was 3 ,6% from April
to.september while that from October L97L to March 1972 was LL.8%. A similar
phenomenon was noted for calves. While the average price from April to September
was 1.1% below that dwing the co:responding peri.od of 1970 the period October 1971
to Marctr 1972 showed a rlse of. IO.37o over the same months ot 1970/71.
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The weighted Community avexage price for fat caftle in 1971/72 amounted to I02.73/q
of the guide price and that for calves Ll6.63To of the guide price. The difference between
the highest national pri,ces and the lowest was 6.801 IJA for fat cattle and 16.163 UA
for calves.
Import prices for fat cattle increased very sharply durtng L97L/72 compared with
l97O/7I (+ 5.455 IJA or ll.1Vo); for calves the increase over L97O/ 71 was only 1.562
UA or 2.1%.
It should be noted here that stnce L968/69 Community prices for cattle increased by
8.979 UA, i. e. 13.87oin four years, and those for calves by 10.039 UA, i.€. + 9.9%
over the same period.
On the other hand import prices increased by 13.718 UA or 34.I% for fat cattle and
by f8.054 UA or 32.l|ofor calves.
Market support measures
For fat cattle the leqy averaged 9.5 UA/100 kg liveweight in the case of the IOO% lwy.
During the I97l/72 season the lerry was applied nqo for 11 weeks, 75%for 24 weeks,
5O7o for 4 weeks , 25% for 4 weeks and not at all for 9 weeks.
The fulI levy for calves averaged 8.1 uA/100 kg liveweight. During t};.e l97I/72 season
the levy was applied lOVo for 5 week s, 75To for one week ody, 5O7o for 2 weeks and 257o
for 3 weeks. No levy was applied on calf tmpofis during the remainirg 4l $reeks.
In accordance with international agreements ln the beef and veal sectors reduced levy
rates were applied for certain imports from Austria and Denmark as well as Yugoslavia.
Bir bddition the prefl:ring of levies on chilled meat became possible following the commercial
agreement concluded with Apgentina.
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No Community intervention measures were applied during 1971
Export refunds in the beef and veal sector were generally of onlylelatively
minor importance.
Import regulation for frozen meat
The levy for carcases or sides of frozen meat in I97L/72 was fixed on average
at around 8 UA/f 00 kg net weight. This levy was appreciably reduced during
the second half of the marketing season, bllowing the rise in world market prices
for frozen meat.
During 1971 the Community imported about 41,775 tonnes, bone-in equivalent of
meat for the manufachrre of preserved meat products containing only beef and
jelly. Imports of frozen meat intended for the manufacture of meat preserves
other than those mentioned above amounted to 107,964 tonnes in 1971, with a lerry
reduction ffom 75 to 907o.
Total frozen meat imports have remained very stable fiom 1969 to 197L.
II Forecasts for 1972
The beginning of L972 has been marked ry very high prices both wtthin and
outside the Community. This trend will probably persist throughout 1972 since
beef and veal production will decline in all Member States with the exception of
France where an increase in production has been forecast. The decline in calf
slaughterings will very likely cont[nue while slaughterings of hrlls will increase
often to the detriment of steers, As a consequence of the decline in the dairy herd,
slaughterings of cull cows will fall. Third country suppliers of the Community
will probably have smaller export $urpluses ln L972 than in past years.
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On the basis of forecasts of. -L%to -2% in Community pr.oduction in L972 compared
wirh 197f and an increase of +O% to +L% in Community consumption in L97 L in L972
compared with 1971 the probable deficit in L972 will range between 550 000 to
650 000 tonnes.
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9. Pismeat (r)
I. L971
Production
After a sharp increase during the previous two years, the number
of pigs fell slightly again in 7977. There were 49.5 mitlion head in December
L97l as against 51 million a year before. This cyclical reduction was
noted particularly in Italy, Germany and Luxembourg, whilst in Belgium
the number of pigs increased slightly.
so far as the strucnrre of production is concerned, the trend
towards a reduction in che number of pig breeders and larger production units
continued, thus allowing an improvement in productivity and the competitiveness
of the product. The number of pigs per farm more than doubled between
1965 and 1970.
In addition, there is a trend towards concentration of production in
certain regions of the Community which offer
particularly favourable competitive conditions for this branch of agriculhrre.
Total pigmeat production (slaughterings of home-produced and
imported animals) amounted to about 6.2million tonnes in r97r, nearly
9. 9 per cent more than the previous year. The average slaughter weight
of pigs was 88 kg as in the prwious year.
Demand and consumptiqq
In L97L, demand for pigmeat at the wholesale level fell very
I
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slightly in terms of value (calculated from expenditure on pigmeat)' whilst
the volume of consumption increased very sharply following the evolution
of supplies. supplies on the home market (production minus export
surplus) - about 8 per cent hidrer - could only be absorbed at
relatively lower prices than in L970.
The degree of self-sufficiency in the EEC was in the order
ofl0l.5percentinlgTL,supplieshavingbeenconsiderablefor
cyclical reasons. A slight drop must be expected in 1972'
Trade
Theincreaseinintra-communitytradealsocontinuedinLgTL.
Intra-communitytradeinfreshpigmeatreachedabout3T0300tonnes'
In the case of the other products in thls sector' except bacon and 
lard,
a continuous increase was also noted. Total intra-community trade
increasedfrom609000tonnesin1970to70l800tonnesin197l.
(1) See tables D/g.l toD/9.7 in the annex' part I
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Trade with third countries
Trade with thtrd countries is balanced on the whole. The volume of imports
corresponds more or less to the volume of exports, considered in the long term. The
balance varies from one year to the next, however, according to the cyclical development
of supplies andprices in the Community. InL97L, in spite of lowprices in the EEC,
imports remained at a normal level, whilst exports increased, to 292 000 tonnes, as a
resulfi of price support measures which favoured exports.
Whereas imports were principally composed of live pigs, fresh meat and offal,
exports were made up essentially of lard, canned meat as well as carcases and cuts of
pi.gmeat.
Situati.on on the world market
Demand for pigmeat is generally increasing throughout the world, particularly in
those countries where the standard of living is rising. Production is following the same
trend.
In the seven EFTA courtries, production increased continuously frcm L967 to L97L
following the development of consumption and export opportunities.
A reduction in production of. 2 to 3 per cent approximately is expected in 1972.
In the LISSR, the largest pig prducing countqr in the Eastern bloc, the number
ofl pigs has increased considerably since 1969 following a continuous decline in previous
years. [n the other Eastern bloc countries , supplies were stifi relatively small in l97L ,
with the result that the Community was able to make large scale exports to those
countries.
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Priees
The cycle of high prices of. L969 and 1970 having come to an end, very low
prices were recorded in the spring of L97L (see diagram). As a result of timely
price support measures it was possible to restrict the drop in the refer"ence prtce
to the level of the basi.c price. During the second half of L97 L, prlces increased
again to an average level. Relatively high prices are expected during the second
half of L972.
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Price stabilisation measures
Orving to the collective effect of all the measures taken in L97L to suppolt
prices and thei.r timely introduction, that is:
- the reising of supplementary levies on imports
- the flxing of export refunds for certain basic products
- aid for private storage and
- withdrawal operations by the intervention organisations of member states, it was
possible to stabilise the average price on the reference markets of the EEC at a
level fluctuating between 78 and 80 u.a. per kg of pigmeat dead weight.
The quantities stored by the private sector and the very small quantities
bought in by the pr:blic sector were put back onto the market in autumn 1971 without
difficulty.
fl.
After remaining at an average level from mid 1971 to mi.d 1972, pri.ces can
be expected to reach a level well above the long term average from autumn 1972
onwards, and during the first six months of 1973 - taki.ng into account the foreseeable
supply and demand si.tuation . In 1974, lower prices must agai.n be expected.
10.
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Eggs (r)
After the record production of 47 000 million eggs in the Community
in L97O, wttidl had dlsastrous consequences on the evolution of prices and
the profitability of egg farming, the market situation improved noticeably
in I971. Total egg production fell, in absolute terrns by 500 million units,
whidr corresponds to about I per cent compared with a grofih 
€te of about
6 per cent the previous year. This relati.vely small reduction, which only
occurred in the Netherlands, Belgium and ltaly, wtrilst production stagnated
in West Germany and even showed a slight increase in France, resulted in
an indispensable stabilisation on the market, especially during the second
half of I97I, and showed once again the important i.nfluence of marginal
quantitative flucfirations on the development of the egg mar{<et.
The consumption of eggs in the Community cannot be clearly
determined as precise information on changes in stocks of egg products are
not available. Disregarding the stocks built up in 190, calculations show a
stagnation in total consurnption in 1971 and a slight reduction in per capita
consumption; in actual f.act, egg consumption probably increased slightly.
Differences i.n consumption in individual countries within dre Community
rernain great. The highest per capita consumption, about 275 eggs, is
indisputably in West Germany. Belgium and Luxembourg follow with about
260 eggs per inhabitant. Consumption is distinctly lower in France at only
220 eggs, whilstthe average for the lastthreeyears is about2l5 eggs in
the Netherlands and only 797 eggs in Italy. Howevel, in countries with low
levels of consumption a fairly sharp increase in consumption can be expected
in the next few vears.
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The increased egg production has made it possible to cover the
requirements of the Community completely since 1970. While a small
surplus in external trade in shell eggs appeared for the first time in
LWO, imports were again higher than exports in L97I. This is cluet
ln particular, to d.eliveries fron those Ea.stern bloc countries
whlch eonolud.ed an a.greement guaranteeing the maintenanee of the
sluicegate price. 0n the other handr in 1971r exports of egg
p::oducts again exceecled imports into the Commrrnif,y.
(f) see tables.
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Egg prices, which had fallen sharply in 1970, returned to normal
from the beginning of 1971 onwards. This development is due rc several
factors. In 1970, the unfavourable price sihration caused the early culling
of hens and a limitation in the bneeding of p:llets. In addition, fowl pest,
which broke out in the Netherlands first, caused a ban on imports of eggs into
other member countries and thus a rela:cation of the pressure of supplies.
Certainly' prices weakened towards the middle of the year, but they firmed
markedly again later. Even if hatchery egg settings suggest a reduction in
production in the immediate future, a cyclical increase in supplies and a
reduction in producer prices in the egg sector can again be expected at the
end of L972.
Under the present economic conditions which are characterised
by a rapid change in struchrre towards the formation of large egg farms,
pressure of zupplies at minimal profit margins can also be expected in the
medium term. The economic sector will therefore have to redouble its
efforts to adapt production to foreseeable demand in grder to avoid new
periods of ruinous competition.
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11. Poult{y (1)
In 1971poultrymeat production in the Community followed a
steady upward trend, which has been observed for some years and which
has no equal in magnihrde except - ata higher level - in the Uni.ted States,
with an increase ot.4.3 per cent over the previous year. As production
in the Community has been increasing more rapidly than consumption for
some ye€rrs now, the degree of self-sufficiency has risen steadily glvirg
rise, for the first time in 1970, to net surpluses in the Community amounting
to about ,?4 000 tonnes in 1971. As the growth rate of poultrymeat consumption
is also high in certain third countries, these surpluses, which are, however,
coming into competition with supplies from the United States, Denmark
and some East European countries, have found outlets particularly in the
USSR and the Mediterranean countries thanks to export restitutions.
In 1971, the per capita consumption of poultrymeat in France
reached 14.9 kg, by far the highest level in the Community. Italy was in
second place with 11.7 kg. In West Germany and Belgium and Luxembourg,
the average consumption was about 8.0 kg, whilst in the Netherlands, by far
the greatest exporter in the Community, it does not seem to have even
reached 5 kg per head of poprlation. West Germany, the world's principal
importer of poultrymeat, covered nearly 93 per cent of her considerable
requirements by imports from member countries n 1971. Community
imports from third countries consist essentially of geese and ducks from
East European countries, and poultry pieces bought principally from the
United States.
. 
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The prices of table chickens fell again in 1972 in the Benelux
countf,ies and West Germany, which can be explained by fierce competition
in the most important centres of high consumption in the Communify. The
development of prices in France, and particularly in ltaly, on the other
hand, seems to have been more favourable.
As a result of the development of settings of harchery eggs of
tahle strains, a reduction in the growth rate of production of table
chickens, which represent about 65 per cent of total poultrymeat production
in the Community, can be expected.
(1) See tables D/L1.1 to D/11.6 in the annex, part I
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At the same time, a temporary reduction in the production of boiling fowl
can be expected as a result of the massive slaughterings in L9TOand L97I. So far
as duck and turkey meat is eoncerned, the state of the markets is principally
determined at the wholesale level by the Netherlands, the main exporter, although
larger quantities are produced in France , Italy and West Germany.
Finally, the funre prospects of the market in the poultrymeat sector will be
determined by the attitude of the economic groups concerned with production. A
steady increase i.n demand can certainly be expected h:t the hea"r.1' competition .*hieh
also characterises thts sector generally leads to insufflcient profitability wttich can
only be improved by adjusting production to realistic outlets in a balanced market.
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12. Fruit and vegetables (1)
SuppIL situation
Production
Community fruit production fell by 3.7O% in 1971 compared with 1970.
This development is due to a marked decline in production in nearly all the
member states and more particularly in France and lta1y"
In particularly a reduction in the production of apples and pears of
5 and 12 per cent respectively was noted.
Peach production, on the other hand, increased by afuut 10/s
compared with producaion in 1970.
Vegetable production in 1971was also 4/s down compared with the
previous year. This occurred in rnost member states except Belgium, where
production increased slightly, and in the Netherlands where it remained at
practically the same level as the previous year.
There was a marked reduction in the production of cauliflowexs of 7/s
and in the production of tomatoes in the order of 8/o.
Consumption
No marked change in the consumption was noted in 1971. The
principal characteristics vrere the high degree of self-sufficiency as in the
past. It amounted to 88 for fruit and 99 for vegetables for the L970/7L season.
Trade
Total imports of fruit and vegetables from all origins increased by
about 5 per eent for fruit and 4.5/, tor vegetab).es during 19?0.
(r) see tabLes DfI?-,l to DfL2.? ln the anne:, part r
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This increase mainly concerned imports from third countries, imports from
member states for both fruit and vegetables having remained practically unchanged
compared with 1969.
Fruit and vegetable exports, whether to third countries or to other member
states, rematned more or less at the 7969leveL.
World market situation
During the L97L/72 season citrus productton both in Italy (the member state
which produces these products) and in the producing countries i.n the Mediter@nean
basin as a whole, showed a considerable increase.
Since then it has been necessary to take measures to ensure the marketing
of large communi.ty stocks on the one irand and to compensate for the reduction in
offering prices for imported citrus fruit at the frontiers of the Community on the
other.
Prices
In L97L/L972 the price situation led to withdrawals particulafly of. apples,
pears, peaches and tomatoes under the Community market stabilisation system.
Whi.lst chere was a major reduction in withdrawals of apples and pears
compared with the L97O/L97L season, wi.thdrawals of peaches on the other hand
increased considerably compared with the previous season.
In the same way withdrawals of tomatoes from the markets are relatively
high, but only represent a small proportion of total production.
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Measures for the reorgani.sation of fruit production
Data collected on the application of EEC regulation No. 2517/69 of the Council
deflning certain measutes for the reorganisation of fnrit prodrrction in the Communi.ty
show that applications for grubbing premiums accounted for 107 000 ha at the end of
the L97O/71 gnrbbing season, 10 000 ha more than on Marctr I L97L, the date on which
the last suwey was carried out.
The greatest part of these applications concerr the gnrbbing of apple trees.
As grubbings can continue up to March f 1973, the flnal results of the ap'plication
of the above-mentioned regulation will not be known before that date.
However at the end of the L970/L971 grubbing season nearly 3f 000 ha have already
been grubbed compared with 26 000 ha on Mardr L L97L.
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13. @(1)
I. 1970/71 season
Supply situation
At 154.2 million hectolitres, the 1970 harvest was a record for
the countries of the Community. This is particularly true of France,
Luxembourg and Germany as, in comparison, Italian production was relatively
smaller. The quantity harvested considerably exceeded average
consumption and therefore caused disturbances on the market.
Trade
The Communiry's trade with third countries was practically in
balance during the 1970/71 season. As imports from third countries
declined in relation to the period preceding the application of regulation
No. 816/70, intra-community trade increased. It nearly doubled, rising
from 6.0 million hectolitres during the L969/70 season to 10.1 million
hectolitres in 197 0 /7 L.
World market sifiration
The situation on the world market - in comparison with the Community -
was characterised by a reduction in trade and rather low prices.
Prices
As a result of the surpluses, the prices of all types of table wine
remained below the threshold price for intervention throughout the season
in nearly all the marketing centres in the Community.
Special measures
The abund.anee of the 1970 harvcst led" the Council- to take measures
in April L97L.- prescribing the tlietillation of table wtne. 1.,{ million
hectolitres will be d.istillecl under this seheme.
t
(r) see tables DfL3.I ro DfB.5 in the annex, part r
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In contrast to the record harvest of 1970, the autumn I97I harvest is average
for recent years at 131.1 miliion hectolitres. The harvests in Germany, northern
and central France and Luxembourg were particularly affected by the wea*rer in the
summer and autumn. In the south of France and ltaly, on the otherhand, the harvest
was good. Because of the size of stocks at the beginningof the season,2IO.3 million
hectolitres were available, still a relatively high level although 16.7 million hectolitres
less than in 1970. If consumption is average at 145 million hectolitres ? stocks shbuld
have been brought down to about 65 million hectolitres by the end of the present season,
considerably lower than the final stocks for the L969/70 and L97O/71 seasons.
It can be assumed that external trade will be more or less balanced during the
present season (figures so far available confirm this). In this context, it must be
noted that so fat L6 third countries have agreed to respect the reference price. These
include the Nonh African countries which have been granted customs concessions until
a definitive regulation has been drawn'up. These agreements are therefore valid for
more than 95% of Community imports. Wine imports from other third countries are
subject to the fuIl common extelnal tariff and compensatory taxes. Only Greece is
not obliged to observe the reference price in any way on account of the relevant
conditions of the association treaty with the Community. For this reason the
Commission asked the Council for, and obtained, a mandate to negotiate a modificatton
to the present regulation to standardise the community conditions in respect of the
reference price in most cases.
A new increase in intra-community trade can be expected thts season, according
to the figures so far available.
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With the exception of v.q.p.r.d. (Trans. note "quality wines produced in a
specified region") wines which are generally sold at advantageous prices, the prices
of table wines did not recover rapidly - because of the abundance of supplies - except
in the case of types for which production was very low.
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This development caused an end to the conclusion of prtvate storage contracts
for A II; A III and R III wines at the end of L97L. At the beginning of the season,
the prices of R I, R II and A I wines remained depressed. However, the prices
of R IIwines, with one exception, have already risen about the intervention price
in all marketing centres; the prices of A I wines are already well above the
intervention price throughout France and in one marketing centre in Italy.
Recently, quotations for R I wines have also firmed, particularly in ltaly.
In conformity with the conditions of the basic regulation, the long term
abundance of supplies in December 1971 made the conclusion of storage contracts
until February 15 L972 permissi.ble. This measure alone was not sufficient
to maintain prices in all the marketing centres, particularly for R I wines.
In order to stabilise the wine market definitively, the Council took measures
concerning the distillation of wine. D4ta making it possible to assess the effect
of this measure are not yet available.
The difficulties which appeared on the wine market at the beginning
of the season can be expocted to be s liminated by the measures taken and also
by the reduction in the total quantities available compared with the previous year,
and this will be reflected in a general increase in the level of prices on the
marke ts of the Community. This does not exclude the possibility of difficulties
continuing in certain regions of the Community for reasons of sfructure or
adaptation.
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14. Tobacco (1)
Supply situation
1971 was marked by an extensi.on in ttre area planted with tobacco in all
member states; this represents a reversal of the trcnd noted for several years
now. In fact, according to the figures available in April 1972, the area has
reactred 67 300 ha, an increase of 600 ha compared with the previous year.
In spite of this favourable circumstance, production was considerably
lower in L97L (f 26 900 tonnes) than in L97O (I32 700 tonnes) (2). This was the
lowest level for the last fifteen years, excluding the harvests during the period
1961 to 1963 when an outbreak of mildew was responsible for a sharp temporary
drop in production.
In the above situation there were, however, more marked changes in
relative terms in the case of individual varieties.
In Italy the increases in the areas of the Burley (2L%, Kentucky (L9%)
and Perustitza (7Td varieties were more than compensated for by the redt$ion
in the areas of the Bright (32%), Nostrano (227d, Beneventano (23%'t and Xanti
(6%) varieties.
In sptte of an i.ncrease of 5O0 ha French black tobacco production fell
by about L2/s.
The areas of the varieties cultivated in Germany and Belgirnn were all
extended, with the excepti.on of Virgin SCR; Badischer Geudertheimet L7%,
Badischer Burley 15%, Philippin2O/s. Production increased in similar proportions.
(1) See tabl,e D/L4.1toD/L4.4 in the annex, part 1.
(2) According to informarion available to the Directorate General of Agriculture.
According to the OECD: 135 000 tonnes in 1970.
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Prices
The prices fixed in 1970, when common organisstion of the markets
in the raw tobacco sectorwas introduced, remained in force for the l97l harvest.
The information available on the marketing of the 1970 crop shows that
there were no intervention purchases in Germany, France and Betgium but that
varieties for which a derived intervention price has been fixed are at present
being bought in bales in ltaly. At March 31, 1972 750 tonnes of tobacco produced
in 1970 had been bought by the intervention organisation (AIMA). The possibility
of more tobacco being offered for sale to the intervention organisation during the
next few months cannot be excluded.
Forecasts of intervention prrchases in Italy are as follows:
Burley 3,000 t, Bright 300 t, Nostrano 500 t, Oriental 4,000 t.
So far as the marketing of the 1971 harvest is concerned, the
information available at present is still fragmentary as deliveries of leaf tobacco
are still in progress. It is however almost certain that no leaf tobacco will be
offered for sale to the intervention organisations.
Trade
According to the import statistics of member states intracommunity
trade between 1968 and 1970 was of the order of 26,000 to 28,000 tonnes.
It is worth recalling that during the years in question intracommunity
trade in fact only concerns 7,000 to 8,000 t of home grown tobacco from Italy,
and a smaller quantity from France: three-quarters of the total come from third
countries and are reexported to other rnember states.
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The figures available for L97L concerning sales of the 1970
Italian harvest show that the introduction of the common organisation of the
market was accompanied by a marked development of these sales which reached
15,200 tonnes (+35To) of which 11,510 tonnes went to other member states,
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15. Hops (1)
1. Production
The areas planted with hops in the Communify, which rernained fairly
stable until 1963 (10 000 to tl 000ha), reached 17 400ha inI97L, an increase
of 63 per cent over 1958. This increase was particularly marked in 1970 and
L97L in Germany, the main producer, where the area increased from 8 700 ha
in 1958 to 15 400 ha in 197L, 89% ot the area of hops in the Community. In the
two other hop producing member states - Belgium and France - the areas increased
and decreased respectively during the same period.
Although there have been marked differences in yields of this crop, varying
from 1500 to 2000 kg/ha from one year to the next according to climatic conditions
and the incidence of certain diseases, the long term trend indicates no clear
improvement in the average yield.
Under these conditions producti.on followed the trend in area, increasing
from 20 600 tonnes in 1958 to 30 200 tonnes in 1970. Whilst German and Belgian
giroduction lncreased by more than half , French production fell by nearly a quarter.
So far as the L9TLharvest is concerned, the provisional figures available
indicate a net reduction in production (27 800 tonnes) due to an exceptionally low
yield in Germany.
(f) See tables D/L5.1 and D/L5.2 in the annex, Part l.
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Trade
Community trade in hops with third counrries is particularly
Iively because of the qualitative and varietal requirements of the users which
characterise world trade in this product. Imports of hops and powders (1)
are in the order of 6,000 tonnes, more than 20 per cent of production. Exports
of the same products are rather higher (8,000 to 9,000 t). In addition to these
there is a fairly large intracommunity trade and an external trade in hop
extracts in which there is an export surplus.
Finally it should be remembered that the Community, the world's
largest producer, importer and exporter, plays an important role in the hop
sector. This role will be reinforced still further in the Community of ten, whose
production - including 10,000 tonnes of British hops - will represent about
40 per cent of world Production.
(1) Brussels customs nomenclahrre f 2.06
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16. Fishery products (l)
Supply situation
g11Ses_an{lgndings
In 1970 ttre production of fish products expressed in the quantity of catches
(nominal catch) reached 2 LL6 000 tonnes, which confirms the slight downward
trend compared wi.th preceding years. This reduction, mainly due to the reduction
in catches from the German Federal Republic and the Netherlands, is remarkable
above all forhog-ftsh (Trans. note: Sebastes marinus) and cod in the German
Federal Republic and whiting in France.
h 1970 ttre distribution of production between the Member States was as
follows: 37% in France , 28% in Germany, L9% in ltaly, L47o in the Netherlands and
2/s in Belgium.
The processing of produce on board the fishing boats is becoming ever more
important although the incidence of this in relation to the total production varies
considerably in the different Member States. The principal methods of processing
on board are ftlleting and fteezing.
As for the salting of fish on board fishing boats, it seems that this method
of processing is on the way out in the principal Member States producing salted
fish: France andthe Federal Republic. Saltingboats, the average age of which
exceeds 15 years, are being laid up at an increasing rate, notably in France.
The production of molluscs was subject to a certain reduction in 1970 owing
principally to the reduction in the production of mussels and oysters. By contrast,
the growth in the production of crustacea, already noted durtng the year 1969, has
been maintained because of the increase in the production of pravrns in the German
Federal Republic and the Netherlands and other crustacea in Italy and France.
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Fishing for reasons other than human food is undertaken above all in
the German Federal Republic with the vtew to supplying the animal feed industry.
In 1970 this type of fishing was marked by a certain reduction principally as a
result of the reduction in heriing catches.
(f) See tables D/16I to D/168 in the Annex, Part l.
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The average consumption per person increased from 10.80 kg
in 1959/60 to 11.60 kg in 1969/70, mainly because of the sharp increase in
the use of frozen products and fish preparations and preserves.
As for crustacea and molluscs, the level of consumption increased from 1.70 kg
in t959/60 to 2.50 kg in 1969/70.
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Because of the stability of production and even its slight reduction
and the rise in the level of consumption, the degree of self-sufficiency in the
EBC has fallen and is at present around TTTowifh very great differences
according to products.
Trade
Total EEC imports rose from 550,000 in 1969 to 600,000 tonnes in
7970, increasing therefore by nearly 10ffi.
A parallel development is to be seen in intra-Community trade which rose from
275,000 tonnes in 7969 to 290,000 tonnes in 1970.
The rise in the import of fish products in 1970, which represents twice the volume
of intra-Community trade, is particularly appreciable in the German Federal
Republic, in France and in Italy which remain the most important consumer
markets.
Bxports wBnt up during 1970, reachi@ 98 000 tonnes, an increase
of about 15 per cent compared with the preceding year.
Prices
The general upward trend in prices established during 1970
continues for 1971, especially for certain fish products such as haddock,
northern hog-fish and plaice.
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E. CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY BALANCE SHEETS
The presentation of the supply situation according to sectors
in Chapter D (subdivision into sectors according to the basic regulations
of the cominon market organisation) does not afford a general view of the
sihration for certain intimately connected products, as for example the
different types of meat or fats and oils. It is for this reason that these
products have been here regrouped into two consolidated supply balances.
In order todraw up this synthesis, it was decided to use only
one statistical source for the sake of homogeneity; it seemed that the supply
balances compiled per annual season by the Statistical Office of the European
Communities were the most adequate for the purpose.
It would be that there are some differences between the figures
presented at the time of the study of the different markets and those set
forth in this synthesis. As for the balance for "meats", the differences
are principally due to the fact,that the figures used are based on the annual
season and not on the calendar year, that they do not include slaughter fats
and that offal was entered separately. In order to bring out any possible
trends, it was considered desirable to present the supply balances of the
last four years, as was done in the 1971 report. However, as certain
Member States modified their statistical series, without statistically
readjusting past series, it was decided to use only the last three years
for meat as they are the only homogenous years. This restriction applies
only to meat production and not to fats and oils or to the consumption of
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those meats for which supply balances are available for the last four years.
1. Meat (1)
The consolidated balance for meats as a whole includes offal
to the exclusion of fats which have been included the fats balance.
(1) See Tables E/1.1to E/1.4 in the Annex, Part I
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l. Gross domestic production of meat in the EEC:
From L968/69 to L970/7L, the gross domestic production of meat tn the
EEC rose by 10.4/sf.rom L7.7m tonnes in 1968/69 to 12.9m tonnes in L97O/71,
A11 types of meat were included in this rise with the exception of horse meat.
On the other hand, all the types of meat have not risen at an identical growth
rate and their relative shares in the total balance have changed since L968/69.
Certain of these changes do not seem to be solely cyclical.
Meats declintng in relative terms and risi.ng in absolute terms
- beef and veal: although meat producti.on rose by 3.57o in L970/7L
(4.234 m tonnes) compared with L969/70 (4.093 m tonnes), the share of this
meat in total EEC meat production continues to decline, For the first time since
the formation of the common beef market, beef and veal production in I97O/7I
repl€sented less than a third (32.7%) of total EEC meat production.
In consequence of the cyclical rise in pigmeat in L97O/71, pigmeat production
does not appear for that year in the category af meats whose production is declining
in relative terrns and rising in absolute terms. However, if one adds the relative
shares of beef and veal (32.7%, and that of pigmeat (38.6%\, exceptionally high in
L970/7L, thetotal is7I.3/s, justhigherthanthe totalfor L969/70(7L.L/o)and
clearly below the totals for the preceding years (72.7% tor 1966167; 72.3/s for
1967 / 68; 72/s in 1968/ 69). This compa.ri.son demonstrates that the contribution
of pigmeat production due at the htgh point of the cycle compensates for the
relative decli.ne in beef and veal production. The conclusion from this, therefore,
is that in a normal period of pigmeat production, the total of pigmeat and beef ,
although rising in absolute terms, is declining in relative terms atthe EBC level.
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- "other meats" (ebbit and game): this item continues to ri.se, from
418 000tonnes in1969/70 to 431 000tonnes, but for the first time for several
years, it is declining in relative terms in comparison with other items in the
balance sheet (3.2% in L97O/7I compared with 3 .5% in 1969/70).
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- edible offal: although continuing to rise (90f 000 tonnes ln L970/7L and
849 000 tonnes in 1969/70, this item is continuing to decline in relative terms,
as ithas been for l0years, however, ata slower rate, <6.97%inL97O/7Land
7 .02% n 1969/70\.
Meats rising in relative and absolute terms:
- pigmeat: it remains the most important item in the balance of meat
production in the EEC. In consequence of the high cyclical rise (4.989 m tonnes
in L970/7I and 4.516 m tonnes in Lg6g/7|y', pigmeat production is also rising in
relative terms (38.6% in I97O/7L and 37 .3% in 1969/70). This siruation is,
however, exceptional, for in a normal period pigmeat production is increasi.ng
i.n absolute terms and declining in relative terms.
- poultry meat: this continues to be an item which, because of its
dynamism, changes the stmcture of meat productton in the EEC. For the first
time in the EEC, poultry meat production exceeded 2 million tonnes (2.L07 m
tonnes in L97O/7L against L.964 m tonnes in 1969/70). Desplte the cyclical high
in pigmeat production which influences the relative shares of other items in the
balance, poultry meat production is also increasing in relative terms (L6.4%in
L97O/71 and 16,3%in 1969/701.
- sheep and goat meat: at L76 000 tonnes in L97A/7L, it continued its
upward trend again after a decline in 1969/7O (f 68 000 tonnes). This gtowth
is, however, weak and its relative share improved only slightLy in I97O/7L
(1.5 %) compared with 1969170 (1.4%)
Meat declining in relative and absolute terms:
In L97O/7L only horsemeat comes into this category with a production
of 80 000 tonnes in L97A/7L compared wi.th a production of 88 000 tonnes in
L969hO, a relativc share of 0.6f" in L97O/lt compared wtth a reLative
share of 0.7{" in L969hO.
o
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From 1967 /68 to L97O/71 per capita consumption of meat in the EEC
rose by lO.4%. It was particularly high in 1970/71 at,72.5 kg per head,
a rise of 5.2 per cent over 1969 /70 (68.9 lcg per head). The rise in the
per capita consumption of meat applied to all categories of meat
except horse meat and "other meats".
Meats rising in absolute terms but declining in relative terms:
- beef and veal with a per capita consumption of 25.2 kg in 1970/7L,ts
rising in absolute terms compared with 1969/70 but declining in relative
terms with a percentage of. 34,87o in L97O/7L compared with 35. 4/s in
1969/70.
Taking into account the cyclical movements in L97O/71, pigmeat
does not appear in this category for that year. However, if one adds the
relative shares of beef and pigmeat consumption, the same rematks
would be valid for consumption for production, namely that pigmeat
consumption, cyclically high in 1970/71, compensated for the relative low
in beef consumption, which leads to the conclusion that in a normal period
pigmeat and beef consumption are rising in absolute terms and declining
in relative terms.
- sheep and goat meat: per capita consumption lt rising
only slightly (r.09 kg in 7967 /68; l. 16 kg in L968/69; l. 17 kg in 1969/70
and 1.23 kg in 1970/7L). As this rise is weak, the relative share of sheep
and goat meat in EEC meat consumption is declining (1.8% in 1969/70 and
L.7% in l97O/71'1,
- lOla -
:
- pigmeat: following the relative drop in prices owing to the
ahundant production of pigmeat, per capita consumption moved from 23.9
kgin 1969/70 to 25.9 kg, a rise of 8.47o. The fall in the relative share
of pigmeat in total EEC meat consumption has been checked (35. Uon
l97O/7I and 34.8Tob1969/70), but this is only a matter of a purely
cyclical situation.
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- poultry meat: it is the meat which continues to have the highest average
rise of past years. From 1969/70 to 1970/71per capita consumption rose from
10.4 kgto 11.1kg in absolute value and from L5.L% to 15.3% in relative value.
- edible offal: this continues its rise in absolute value; but as this rise was
particularly maraed in L97O/7L (5.5 kg) compared wirh L969/70 (5.2 kg), the
decline in its relative share has been checked and is 7 .6/s compred with 7.5%
in 1969/70.
Meats declining in absolute and relative terms:
- horse meat: per capita consumpti.on fell from 1.08 kg in 1969/70 to
1.05 kg in L970/7L, while its relative share fell from 1.67oto L.5%.
- "other meats" (rabbit, gpme): per capita consumption fell from 2.6 kg
in1969/70 to 2.5 kginl970/71, a relative share of.3.8VoinL969/70 andof.3.47o
in 1970/71.
III. Net balance of EEC external trade in meat
The net balance of external t€de in meat is the result of the subtraction
"gross domestic productiont ctranges in stocks - total human consumptionr'.
The conclusions of this calculatlon ate:
- the qrternal EEC deficit i.n meat is fairly constant; f.rom L965/66 to
LWO/7L, one can say ttrat it was situated on average between 800 and 900 000
tonnes with the exception ot. L966/67 at 960 000 tonnes. The degree of self-
sufficiency varies, therefore, between 9I and947o.
- in absohfie value, the most important net imports are of beef and veal
which reprcsent an average 55 to 65% of total net imports, followed by the net
imports of edible offal (16%) and horse meat (1570).
- i.t is clear that the degree of self-sufficiency in the EEC for i.ndusfrial
meats (pigmeat and poultry meat) fluctuates around 100 per cent. In L970/7L,
in consequence of the high cyclical producti.on of
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pigmeat, the EEC was a net exporter of 67 000 tonnes which is exceptional. It
was also a net exporter of 10 000 tonnes of poultry'rneat, for the first time.
It is still too early to make any judgements on the significance of such a
situation.
- with regard to beef and veal the net import balance in the
EEC was 530 000 tonnes in 1970/7L. In the past five years, the net EEC import
balance for beef and veal has been around 530 000 tonnes, except in 1968/69
when it was exeeptionafu466 000 tonnes. Of this 530 000 tonnes, 210 000 tonnes
are made up of net imports of live animals. This 210 000 tonnes of beef
represents 65{oof net imports of all types of meat in live animal form (Table E/1.4r.
- with regard to sheep and goat meat, EEC net imports have
been rising for l0 years; in 1970/71they amounted to 58 000 tonnes, 19 000
tonnes of Whtch as live animals. The degree of self-sufficiency fell from 84.7To
in t967 /68 to 75.37o in 1970/71.
- with regard to horse meat, net EEC imports have continued
ro rise from 101 000 tonnes in L966/67 to 120 000 tonnes in 1970/7I, 50 000 tonnes
of which as live animals.
- net imports of "other meats" (rabbit and game) have increased
regularly for l0 years from 3 000 tonnes in7960/67 to 46 000 tonnes inl'970/7I,
6 000 tonnes of which as live animals.
ll
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2. Fats and oils (l)
1. Balance sheet for raw fats
a) from the study of the balance of raw fats, it follows that:
- the total Community demand for raw fats has continued to rise at a higher
rate than that of the growth in population, moving from 4,74L m torures in L967/68
to 5,088 m tonnes in 1968/69 and to 5,289 m tonnes in 1969/70. This growth has
become apparent both in the level of per capita human consumption, wtrich has
been risingconstantly since 1967/68, and in the level of technical uses which,
although it fell ir'1969/70, has risen since L96O/6L ar an average rate higher
than 5/s. However , in L969/ 70 a slowing down of the growth in consumption
compared wi*r f968/69 (+ 4/s) was recorded. This smaller change can be explained
by the fact that in 1968/69 the rate of growth in consumption had been exceptionally
high (+ 7 .3%).
- to meet this demand, the Community expanded i.ts production and developed
its net imports of raw fats. ln L969/70, a growth in domestic production was
apparent which found expression in an expansion of domestic raw produce used in
processing (2,108 m tonnes in 1969/70 and I ,973 m tonnes in L968/69). This has
meant a reduction in the quantides of raw produce for processing (1 ,6L4m tonnes
in 1969/70 and I .694 m tonnes in 1968/ 69) . Taking into account past developmenrs ,
this change does not seem significant, given that it can be established that net
i.mports of raw produce in the four last years were almost constant. On the other
hand, the net EEC external balance for raw fats has not decreased despite the
slowing down of total EEC consumption and the growth in the production of domestic
rawproduce (1.48 m tonnes in 1969/70 andI.46I m tonnes in1968/69). The degree
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of self-sufficiency in the Community was lower (70.4%) in L969/7 0 than that in
L968/69 (72.I%). On the other hand, the level of self-sufficiency calculated
from domestic raw produce, rose (39.9% in L969/70 and 38 .8/s in L968/ 69').
All in all, therefore, despite the slowing down of total consumption and the
growth of domestic production, in L969/70 third countries only sligltly
reduced the level of their L969/69 exports to the EEC.
(f) See Tables E/2.L to E/2.4 in the Annix, Part 1.
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b) If the "fats" balance is split up into the following three large groups:
vegetabfie fats and oils, slaughter fats and fats and oils from marine animals,
certain substitution movements can be established.
- at the production level, the percentage of slaughter fats
continues to increase, reaching for the first time in the EEC a third of toal
production of raw fats and oils. This growth has come about to the detriment
of vegeable fats and oils. the percentage of fats and oils from marine animals
being between 0.5 and O.6To of total production.
- at the consumption level, trends observed in past years
continue. As for technical uses, the share of slaughter fats continues to increase,
exceeding \O/sf,or the first time in the EEC; this grovvth has taken place to the
detriment of vegetable fats and oils, given that the share of fats and oils from
marine animals is a relatively constant item (8 to 10 7o). At the human consumption
lwel, the growth is the opposite, the share of vegetable fats and oils (7470 in
1969/70, continues to grow to the detriment of slaughter fars (2O.97oin L969/70), the
share of fats and oils from marine animals remaining constant (5.1% in 1969/70r.
- at the external trade level, there is a remarkable stability in
the share of vegetable fats and oils in the net external balance (647o); for the two
other items, no very firm trends have yet taken shape; one can perhaps detect a
downward trend for fats and oils from narine animals (18% ot net external trade
in raw oil for the EEC in 1969/70) and a rise for slaughter fats (18/6 in 1969/70).
II. Balance for prepared food fats:
This balance is made up from prepared fats obained from the
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raw fats analysed above and to which hrtter is added to obtain a balance for ptre
fats in the EgC. Given that external trade in prepared food fats, with the
exception of butter dealtwith in another chapter, applies to only L.5/sof.
production, only consumption will be analysed here. From this analysis, it
follows that the share of
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margarine (23.3% in 1969/70) and butter (22/s in 1969/70) in total human consumption
of prepared fats i.s tending to decline in the BEC in favour of edible oils (38,L/sin
L969/70), while the share of slaughter fats seems to be maintained at a nearly
constant level (16,6% in 1969/70).
When the relative movements of one product in relation to arother are
mentioned, it must be pointed out that total constrnption of prepared food fats
and butter continues to increase in the Community, both at the global level and
per head. The study of per capita consumption of prepared food fats in the EEC
shows in fact:
- a stagnation in per capita consrrmption of margarine (6.0 kS);
- a slight increase inthe per capita consumption of butter (5.3 kgin
L964/ 65 and 5 . 6 kg in 1969 /7O) and of slauglrter fats (3 .9 kg in L964/ 65 and 4.2 kg
in 1969/70);
- a sharp gmwth in the per capita consumption of edible oils (7.7 kg in
1964/65 and 9.7 kg in 1969/70);
- in all, a net growth in the per capita consumption of fats in the EEC
(23.0 kg in 1964/65 and 25 .4kg in 1969/70).
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F. PUBLIC EXPENDITURE ON THE EXECUTION OF NATIOML AND COMMUMTY
AGRICULTURAL POLICIES (1)
1. Total expenditure in the Community (2)
In 1971 the total sum of national and Community public expenditure on
national and Communiry agricultu:al policies (subsidies, interest l€bates,
transfers ln connection with social expenditure, expenditure fi.nanced by the
profession by means of parafiscal levies) is estimated at about 7 500 mi.llion
u.a. (3).
The grouping of public expenditur^e has been effected on the basis of 5
main categories: expendirure for market support' structural expenditure,
miscellaneous expenditure (including price reductions for certain means of
production, veterinary and plant protection measures, control of quality and
varieties , natural disasters), extraordinary income compensation
and social expenditure; it shows (in descending order) the relative importance
of expendihrre on structural action, social action and market suppoft.
In fact, the sums allocated in 1971 to these three categories of expenditure
were respectively 2 276 million u.a. for structulal expenditure, 2 263 million
u.a. for social action, 2 073 million u.a' for market support.
(1) Inciuding forestry, excluding fisheties.
(2) See Table F/L.L in the Annex, Part 1. Figures are available for the years
L967, L969 and 197L.
(3) The figures, which ar^e taken from the budgets of the six Member States, the
Ldnder, the autonomous regions inltaly, the ltalian Green Plan, the Casa per il
Mezzoglorto and FEOGA accounts, make no claim to absolute book-keeping
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accuracy. In particular, they do not take into account either the transfers made
during the year or the carryi.ng forward of the balances from one year to the next.
Expenditure for the running of ministries and local cooperatives, expenditure for
agricultural education and publicity and expenditure on agricultural research are
also not take into accowrt. Convertions into u.a. ar€ made on the basis of official
parities. Figures for t949 in rlerman;r do not take into account the revaluation
of the Dl'{ in I959i on the other hand, those for Erance d.o take account of the
devaluation of the FFb 7n L)6).
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The analysis of credits made to agriculture in the years between 1967 and 1969
indicates a very noticeable slowing down in the increase in total public
expenditure (without "social" expenditure) on agriculture between L969 and 7971.
This increase, in fact, was only about 5/o against 32/obeween L967 and 1969.
As for total expendihrre (social expendihrre included) the increase was of 106. B
between 1969/71 against 137.9 between 1967/69.
The analysis of total amounts has, in any case, only a very relative value,
since it masks disparate developments within each category of expenditure and
in each country.
The detailed study of expenditure on market support reveals a sharp decline in
this expendinrre. The sums allotted in 1969 and 1971 for market support were
respectively 2 441million u.a. and 2 073 million u.a. (l).
This reduction in expendinrre is due principally to the lower cost of intervention
for cereals and dairy produce and the cessation since 1977 of. the payment by
the community of compensatory amounts to Germany, Italy and
Luxembourg under Regulation 742/67 /EEC of. 24th October 7967 .
This decline in expenditure on market support at Community level in 1971 is,
however, offset by the appearance of a new type of expenditure in Germany. This
was a very significant amount of about 465 million u. a. allotted by the German
Federal Republic to farmers as compensation for losses in revenue following the
revaluation of the DM. (FEOGA contribution 90 million u. a. ).
As for expendihrre by pr-vblic authorities for the improvement of agricultural
structure, the rate of growth between 1969 and 1971 can be estimated at 8.8/s
against l4.3To between 1967 and L969. This expenditure was in fact 1 832 million
u.a. in I9(;7,
(r) rt should be
agricultural
polnteil out that levies and eontributions und.er the oonmon
policy anount to about 866m u.a. in I)6) antt 7L4m r.&. itt 1971.
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2 094 million u. a. in 1969 and 2 275 .7 in L97 L. This expenditure represented 30.3%
of public expenditure in 1971 and29.8% in L969.
This slowing down is attributable more particularly to strict economy in structural
expenditure in Italy. This country has checked expenditure from the central budget,
and the new grants under law 592 of 4.8.L97L, intended to replace the Green Plan
falling due in L970, do not reach the level of the annual allocation envisaged in the
Green Plan.
There is also a levelling off of total expenditure in France and Luxembourg. There
has been an important growth rates, onthe otherhand, in the Netherlands, Belgium
and to a lesser extent Germany. Financial expenditure from Community funds by the
orientation section of FEOGA make np 7% of expendi,ture on agricultural structure in
the Community.
The expenditure included in the category of "miscellaneous" measures (5.6% of total
public expenditure in I97L, against 6.4% in 1969) vvtlidr includes expenditure on the
improvement of agricultural production, on sanitary controls, compensation for natural
disasters, as well as subsidies to lower the cost of certain means of production (fuels,
fertilisers, agricultural implements), has declined by 5.6%. Expenditure was in fact
449 mlllion u.a. in 1969 and 424 million in I971. This declease is due princiaplly to
a substantial decline in subsidies for the prevention of animal disease in France.
The examination of expenditure in the social field (l) in the Member States shows a very
important advance in this expenditure between 1967 andLSTL at a rate ot LLO.9%. This
concerns transf ers to farmers within the framework of measures taken by public
authorities in the field of income support for farmers.
(f) Ofa age pensions, farnily allowaneesr sieknessr.aeeidents to farmers and
femi.l.rr assistants (subsidies, transfersr taxes).
2.
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Relative importance of total expenditure in the Community (l)
To specify the relative importance of expenditure by public authorities on
agriculture, it seems useful to compare this expendihrre with the
contrihrtion of the agricularral sector to the gross domestic product, with
the area of agriculhrral land used and with the active agricultural population.
In l97l (2) the total of expendinrre listed (except social expendiarre)
representd 22To of gtoss agricultural value added. The slight drop of
0.3flocompared with 1969 shows the faster increase in production compared
with expendinrre.
Expendinrre per hectare, on the other hand, rose from about 72 u.a. in
1969 to about 75 u.a. in 1971 because of the constant fall in the area of
agricultural land. Expenditure per person active in agriculhrre has risen
the most sharply. These figures moved up from about 493 u.e" in 1969
to about 548 u.a. in 197L. Certain reservations should be made, however,
concerning expendinrre per person active in agriculture. The expendirure
listed does not all benefit agriculture directly. In market support, one
s hould cti st lngui sh between expendinrre direc tly influenc ing farmers'
incomes and the expenditure for the functioning of the system. In strucfta4l erpen-
ditrrrb rrpubl-l-e ::et-.'i neett expenditure which includes expendiArre on rural
electrification, drinkingwater, sewage, telephones, the planningof villages,
the clearing of rivers and roads, should also be separated from the total sum
since in reality it also benefits the non-agricultural rural population.
Thedifferences established earlier in the allocation of funds to different cate-
ggrles of erpenditure in the slx Member States becone a Little blurred..
See Table vfz.t in the Annexl Part I
Gross value add.ed for l-970.
(r)(z)
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For 1969 the differences of expenditure on structure expressed as a percentage of
gross domestic product vary from 3.8/e in Belgium to 17.7%in Lucembourg;
Germany with l3%, France with 8. 7/s, Italy with 8. 6/o and the Netherlands 7 .I/s
occupy a middle position. For 1971 these percentages are as follows: Luxembourg
and Germany 16 .4 and L6.I% respectively; Netherlands 9.l/o; France 8.2/s; Italy
7 .6% and Belgium 5.4%.
3. Composition of e:cpenditure in the field of structural measures (1)
As was stated before, the growth in public expenditure on structural measures was
less lmportant than in previous years.
This rate was in fact of 8.8% between 1969 and 1971 against L4,3To between L967 and
1969.
The relative share of each Member State in the total orpenditure of.2 093.6 million
u.a. in l97l was: Germany 34.3%(33.1%); France 30.7%(3L.7%\;Ir:,ly26.2%
(27.9%); Ne*rerlands 6.2% (5.37d; Belgium 2.3%(L.7%); LtxemboutgQ,S/s(O.37o1.
The flgures i.n brackets refer to 1969.
If the development of expenditure is compared in each category listed, a vety
tmportant growth in orpenditure on measures conducive to the mobility of agricultural
workers can be observed at the European level. The most important growth took place
tn this category (957d, increasing from 86 to about 164 mi.llion u.a.. Expenditure
on market structure has also grown signifi.cantlyz L9/s i.ncreasing from 248 to 296
million u.a..
Expenditure on agricultural infrastructure (consolidation, Frm roads, drainage,
etc. . .), although increasing less sharply, still represents an important part (26.2%
of total expenditure for the improvement of agricultural structure).
However, the downward tendency since 1967 },as been maintained.
(r) see Tables r/yt ana.E/3.2 in the Annex, Part I
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Funds reserved for the improvement of the strucrure of production are
levelling off, on the other hand; in fact they rose only from 351 to 355
million u.tr. r a rise of 1.17o,
A downward tendency may be observed for expenditure on "public servies"
which includes expenditure on rural electrification, drinking water, sewage,
telephones, planning of villages, roads.
A similar downward tendency may be observed for expenditure for the planting,
maintenance and management of forests.
In conclusion, to sum up the salient features in the development of public
expenditure between 7969 and I971 at the European level, there was an
important decline in expenditure on market support, the appearance of a new
type of expenditure in Germany: compensatory measures for losses in revenue
caused by the revaluation of the DM: a levelling off in certain countries of
expendihre on agricultural structure, a decline in miscellaneous expenditure
and a deceleration in the increase of expenditure in the social field.
